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AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE 

cc: 	PPS 
PS/FST 
PS/MST 
PS/EST 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Burgner 
Mr I Evans 
Mr Jameson 
Mr Lovell 
Mr Mountfield 
Mr Watson 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Folger 
Mr P Gray 
Mr M Williams 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Lord 

The Chief Secretary will wind up the Autumn Statement debate 

on 6 December. 

2 	He intends to devote his comments largely to public 

expenditure. He does not require a speech for this purpose, 

but he would like a series of short speaking notes dealing 

with main themes which he can build his remarks around. The 

themes he would like to focus on are: 

The importance of controlling public expenditure 

for achieving the government's overall economic 

policies; 

ii 	the process by which expenditure decision are reached 

(perhaps drawing on paragraphs 24-29 of the Chief 

Secretary's speech on 26 November to the 

International Herald Tribune); 

iii the credibility of the 1985-86 totals the light 

of the forecast overshoot in 1984-85; 



iv criticism that the government has only reached 

its expenditure target by "finding" up to £2 billion)  

from asset sales (£0.5 billion), council house 

sales (£0.4 billion), cutting the Reserve (£0.75 
100.4.14_ 

billion) and adding /the NIS adjustment (£0.3 

billion). You mentioned that the TCSC had commented 

particularly on the level of asset sales and a 
background note setting out the figures and 

the main arguments would be helpful; 

the suggestion that the fiscal adjustment, as in 

some past years, may turn out to be greater than 

is now being estimated; 

vi the positive side of public expenditure - that 

increased efficiency and reduced administrative 

costs allow more services to be provided by a given 

amount of expenditure. 

3 	The Chief Secretary would in addition be grateful for 

short background notes on a number of topics. I have indicated 

where I know material already exists and unless there are 

new points to add I will use that briefing: 

the aid programme; 

ii 	student grants (Mr Faulkner's minute of 28 November); 

iii the cost of the miners' stike (Mr Williams' minute 

of 27 November); 

iv regional industrial assistance (the notes attached 

to Mr Lamont's letter of 28 November); 

efficiency in the NHS; 

• 

vi 	facts on the uprating of social security benefits; 

2 



vii the balance of capital versus current expenditure 

(the attached material prepared for the Chief 

Secretary's speech on 21 November,); 

viii debt interest. 

4 	I should be grateful if speaking notes  could reach this 

office on Monday, 3 December and background notes by Tuesday, 

4 December. 

R J BROADBENT 

Private Secretary 

e 

3 
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EXTRACTS FROM A SPEECH BY  

THE RT HON PETER REES QC., MP.,  

AT THE NINTH MEETING OF THE NATIONAL UNION INDUSTRY AND TRADE FORUM:  

WEDNESDAY 21 NOVEMBER 1984  

PUBLIC INVESTMENT: THE FACTS 

"The Subject of public investment seems to come for many people 

under the heading "This is a Good Thing". Images are conjured 

up of the fabric of the nation rotting away". 

"The Government is indeed determined to control public spending. 

That is my job. The Autumn Statement, published last week, 

showed that for the third year running the public expenditure 

total has been held to the level set in earlier plans." 

"Within this total, there is no "right" level of public capital 

spending. Just as in the private sector, each capital proposal 

must bc justified on its merits - its rate of return". 

"What does this approach mean in practice? The facts are 

these. Aggregate capital spending by the public sector has 

been maintained broadly in real terms at the level of 1978-

79. In 1984-85 it is planned to be £24 billion - about one-

fifth of the expenditure total: 

"This is not the whole story. The Government believes in 

reducing the role of the public sector. Through privatisation, 

for example, it has taken major steps in this direction. The 

position in the whole economy, public and private, is 

important." 

"For the economy as a whole, these are the facts.Fixed 

investment in 1984 and in 1985 is expected to reach post-

war record levels." 

"Construction output is estimated to have risen 514 per cent 

in the first six months of this year compared to the same 

period a year earlier." 



"Investment in private dwellings in the first half of this 

year was running at a record level, more than 8 per cent up 

on the first half of 1983." 

"Manufacturing investment is estimated to have been up nearly 

15 per cent in the first 9 months of 1984 compared with the 

same period a year ago." 

"Investment in construction and services was up 121/2  per cent 

over the same period." 

"This is where the real answer to unemployment lies - a more 

vigcrous and enterprising economy, competitive and able to 

sustain real jobs." 
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FROM: A M W BATTISHILL 
DATE: 29 November 1984 <r3 

MR SCHOLAR 

TCSC: AUTUMN STATEMENT ENQUIRY 

cc Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Burgner 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Folger 
Mr Pratt 

As I told you, I spoke this morning to the Clerk to the TCSC 

about outstanding business and the Committee's programme for 

producing their report on the Autumn Statement. 

The Clerk was very anxious to get from us as quickly 

as possible the second of the two notes mentioned in his letter 

to me of 27 November, dealing with the costs of the coal strike. 

Once the Chancellor has approved it I will arrange to get 

the note by hand to the Committee. 

However, 	following Mr Pratt's conversation wiLh the 

Assistant Clerk yesterday, the Committee are not now looking 

for any further comment from us on Mr Terry Ward's paper. 

They have decided to publish it along with the evidence in 

a modified form. The Clerk has promised to send me a copy 

later today. Also to be published will be notes by 

Mr Bill Robinson and by Phillips & Drew. 	Again, copies are 

promised. 

The Clerks want to see the transcript of yesterday's 

hearing before deciding whether further notes are needed from 

us. 

The remainder of the Committee's timetable looks like 

this. The Clerks are now working on a draft report which 

they hope to clear with Mr Higgins on Sunday so that it can 

be put before the Committee for agreement at their meeting 

on Monday afternoon. It would then go to the printers on 

Tuesday, so that it can be published in time for a debate 

1 
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411 on Thursday. If, for any reason, the debate were to be advanced 

to Wednesday the House would have to be content with roneod 

copies. On this basis, I hope we may be able to see a copy 

of the Committee's draft report sometime on Monday morning 

giving us, if we wish,a few hours in which to take up any 

points informally with the Clerk before the Committee meet. 

I can then speak to him again the following morning to see 

what changes the Committee have made. 

017 
A M W BATTISHILL 
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MR M L WILLIAMS 

FROM: MISS M O'MARA 
DATE: 29 November 1984 

cc PS/Chief Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Monck 
Mr Anson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Watson 
Mr Gilmore 
Mr Jameson 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Fitchew 
Mr H Evans 
Miss Peirson 
Mr Stibbard 
Mr Robson 

TCSC: 1984-85 OUTTURN 

The Chancellor has seen the draft note attached to your minute 

of 28 November. As I have told you, he is content that it should 

be sent to the Committee subject to the following amendments: 

Paragraph 1, line 7: substitute "excess" for "overrun". 

Paragraph 6,(1): insert "current expenditure" after ".... 

budgeting to overspend". 

Paragraph 6 (5): delete "somewhat" from line 3. 

2. The Chancellor sees no need to clear this note with 

Mr Walker. 

MISS M O'MARA 



MR SCHOLAR 

v-) 

• 
FROM: R PR ATT 
DATE: 30 NOVEMBER 1984 

cc PS/Chancellor 
PS/Chief Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Battishill 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Folger 

TCSC: AUTUMN STATEMENT ENQUIRY 

I attach copies of notes provided to the TCSC by Mr Bill Robinson and by Phillips & 

Drew, as trailed in Mr Battishill's minute of 29 November to you. 

R PRATT 
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The Autumn Statement 

Memorandum Memorandum by Bill Robinson, Specialist Adviser to the Committee 

The economic environment has worsened since the Budget. 

The miners' strike has reduced growth. 	Interest rates 

are higher and the exchange rate lower than seemed probable 

at Budget time. 	Yet the Chancellor has announced that 

there will still be scope for tax cuts in 1985-6 (though 

£1/2bn less than in the Budget projections). 	Is this optimism 

justified? 

On the expenditure side the government has succeeded in 

holding the 1985-6 spending plans inside the Planning Total. 

This has been done less by cutting spending than by raising 

charges, by 'finding' more asset sales (including council 

houses) and by reducing the contingency reserve. 

Public Expenditure Plans : 

Departmental spending 

Nationalised industries 

Local authorities 

Special Asset Sales 

Contingency reserve 

changes (Ern) from White Paper 
(Cmnd 9143) 

+770 

+180 

+200 

500 

750 

Total 	 -100 

The spending estimates are arguably on the low side. 

Departmental figures depend on the assumption of 3 per cent 

increases in rates of pay and allowances (not the total 

wage bill). 	This contrasts with the latest data on 

manufacturing, where pay increases are running at 	9 per 

cent. 	The Nationalised Industries figure includes a provisional 

estimate of the National Coal Board external financing limit 

of £723m (the pre-strike estimate for 1984-5 was £1103m). 
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Although the Planning Total has been adhered to, the Treasury 

is admitting that General Government expenditure in national 

accounts terms could be some £2bn or more above the estimate 

made at Budget time : 

1983-4 	1984-5 	1985-6 

General Government Expenditure 

in national accounts terms 

Budget Statement 139 146 152 

Autumn Statement 1391/2  1481/2  154 

The changes are due to higher interest payments (interest 

rates and borrowing are both higher than seemed probable 

at Budget time) and to a higher National Accounts adjustment. 

(We might ask officials to confirm that this reflects the 

Departmental overspending, which is offset in the Planning 

Total but not in the National Accounts  Total, by asset sales). 

This increase in spending is balanced by a similar increase 

in receipts, mostly from North Sea revenue. 

General Government receipts 

1983-4 1984-5 1985-6 

Budget Statement 1281/2  1381/2  1461/2  

Autumn Statement 

of which North Sea revenues 

1291/2  140 1481/2  

Budget Statement 9 10 91/2  

Autumn Statement 9 12 12 

The sterling dollar exchange rate has fallen from 1.49 at 

end February to around 1.25, and this easily explains the 

extra revenue. 	The crucial assumption made by the Treasury 

is that "... the sterling index in 1985 will not change 

much from the current level". 	Compared with Budget projections 

this produces a gain of £21/2bn in North Sea revenues, which 

covers the overspending and leaves the 1985-6 fiscal adjustment 

largely intact. 
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To complete the story, the Treasury assumes that the fiscal 

adjustment is made, and with this extra fiscal stimulus 

they are forecasting higher consumer spending, and higher 

GDP growth than in the most recent LBS forecast. 	The table 

below contrasts the two forecasts. 

Output and expenditure at constant 

1983 	1984 
to 	to 
1984 	1985 

1980 prices 

Gross domestic product (factor cost 

HMT 21/2  31/2  
LBS 2.3 3.1 

Consumer spending 

HMT 2 3 
LBS 1.8 2.2 

General government current spending 

HMT 11/2  1 
LBS 1.0 0.7 

Fixed investment 

HMT 71/2  3 
LBS 8.8 2.8 

Exports 

HMT 51/2  41/2  
LBS 5.5 6.5 

Changes in rate of stockbuilding as a 
percentage & level of GDP 

HMT 	 -½ 	+ 1/2  
LBS 	 -0.6 	+0.7 

Imports 

HMT 	 71/2 	4 
LBS 	 7.2 	6.5 

1984 	1985 

Balance of payments on current account(Ebn) 

HMT 	 0 	21/2  
LBS 	 -0.1 	0.6 

Retail prices index (4th quarter) 
3 

HMT 	 474 	41/2  
LBS 	 4.6 	4.2 



Assessment 

The economic forecasts underpinning the Autumn Statement 

are internally consistent, but (likeall forecasts) depend 

crucially on a number of questionable assumptions 	The 

£11/2bn available for tax cuts in 1985-6 could quickly disappear 

if 

The exchange rate recovers (as LBS forecast it will) 

The coal strike drags on into 1985 (the costs to 

the NCB are in any case likely to be higher than 

currently assumed) 

Public sector wages start to move more closely in 

line with manufacturing wages. 

As regards (1), it is worth noting that the Treasury assume 

a lower exchange than the LBS forecast despite a much stronger 

current account. 	If the exchange rate rises but tax cuts 

are enacted nevertheless, the short-term prospects for output 

and inflation are fairly encouraging, but the resulting PSBR 

overshoot could store up trouble for the future. 
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20 November 1984 

The Autumn Statement 

An assessment for the House of Commons Select Committee on the Treasury and 

Civil Service by Dr Paul Beild, Phillips & Drew, 

Specialist Advisor to the Committee 

There is one outstanding feature of the Autumn Statement which has so far 

not been extensively commented upon in the press. Yet we regard it as highly 

enlightening for the proper interpretation of fiscal policy, its present 

relationship with monetary policy and with the real wage/unemployment debate. 

It is not one of the following, all of which 
have appeared 

epeatedly elsewhere: 
Planned public sector spending on programmes in 1985/86 

raised by some £1.5bn as compared with the White Paper (Cmnd 9143) 

after the Budget changes. 
This has effectively been obtained through a £750m reduction in 

the 

contingency reserve from £3.75bn to £3bn, a £500m increase in the 

expected proceeds of special asset sales from £2bn to £2.5bn and a 

£300m increase in the planning total, from £131.7bn to E132bn. 

Within the changes in programmes, it is interesting that the expected 

proceeds of council house sales have been increased by perhaps £400m. 

Public sector pay and allowances are assumed to increase on average by 

3% 
from due settlement dates. No doubt the use of this optimistic 

assumption will serve in the outturn to deplete the £3bn contingency 

reserve for 1985/86. 
The Treasury economic forecasts are notable for their generally 

unexceptionable content. 	
As regards both growth and inflation they 

are slightly more optimistic than our own, but well within the 

boundaries of normal forecasting error. The Treasury foresees real 

GDP growth of 3.5% in calendar 1985 against our 3%, while they have 

retail prices rising 4.5% in the 12 months to the fourth quarter of 

1985 against our 5-5.5%. Both sets of forecasts make the formal 

assumption of an effective end to the miners, 
 dispute at the close of 

this year. 

PAUL NEILD DAVID ROBINS BRENDAN BROWN TIM 
O'DELL 

STEPHEN LEWIS CHRIS ANTHONY BILL MARTIN JOHN SILLS 
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Rather, the really important feature to our mind is the upward revision in 

North Sea oil revenues in sterling terms, much of which, on our calculations, 

has resulted from the fall of the pound against the US dollar since the 

beginning of this year. The oil revenue figure for 1985/86 has been revised up 

from £9.5bn in the March Budget to £12bn in the Autumn Statement. This 

revision is the most important single item which allows the Chancellor to 

assume scope for a E1.5bn positive fiscal adjustment (tax relief) in the 1985 

Budget, yet stay within the MTFS guidelines laid down in the 1984 Budget. Just 

think what would have happened to the Chancellor's calculations if sterling had 

not fallen in the first place. Without the pound's fall against the US dollar, 

the whole of the assumed scope for tax relief would have been wiped out. 

Let us consider its implications further for a moment. What we are saying 

here is that the Chancellor is supposedly willing to give away in tax relief, 

which represents a continuous revenue loss to the Exchequer, a sum of money 

which derives from a perhaps temporary fall in the value of our currency 

relative to the US dollar. Is this prudent conduct of fiscal policy? It is 

all the more questionable in the light of the Treasury's comments in para 1.11 

(page 4) of the Autumn Statement, which describes the prospects for the United 

States economy: 

	It is assumed that the (US) deficits continue to be funded without 

any major break In confidence. Although the US policy imbalance is 

unsustainable, it is difficult to foresee when or how it will be resolved." 

(author's emphasis added.) 

It is an understatement to say that, in the light of this paragraph, the 

Treasury appears somewhat perturbed about the future course of the US economy 

and its currency. 	Is it wise therefore to build practically the whole of 

sterling's fall against the US dollar into the Autumn Statement figures? 

Presumably, taking this argument further, the more sterling fell 

the Chancellor would be willing to give away in tax relief 

other words, if the pound falls he can and will 

square with the Chancellor's posture tha 

It does not. Instead, we have the 

he more 

and to spend. In 

taxes. How does this 

he is a defender of "sound money"? 

paradox of a "sound money" Chancellor whose 

Autumn Statement calculat ons rest on the currency staying weak against 

Phillips & Drew 
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the US dollar. The argument may be put forward that all the Chancellor i 

doing through this mechanism is redistributing the burden from direct to 
indirect taxation. A rise in sterling oil prices would effectively repre ent 

higher indirect taxation of the consumer, who should therefore be compen sated 

by returning the proceeds of higher oil taxes in the form of lower tax es on 

Income. 	This is all very well, but the Autumn Statement figures car ry with 

them the danger that fiscal policy will be as volatile as the exchang e rate. 

It 	might well be more prudent to set aside at least a significant pa rt of the 

windfall benefit to oil revenues in a separate account to guard a ainst the 

possibility of a major rebound in sterling against the US dollar. 

As it is, the action the Chancellor apparently proposes is almost exactly 

contrary to that seen in the days before North Sea oil came on stream. 	When 

the 	pound fell in the seventies we had tax hikes and spe riding cuts. The 

Chancellor now responds in entirely the opposite way. 	Ind eed, the crucial 

question to ask now is: if the pound rises against the US dollar in the next 

few months, will the Chancellor increase taxes in the Budge t? This may be an 

entirely logical way of proceeding under conditions of No rth Sea oil but it is 

as well to bring it out into the open and to highlight the fragile base on 

which the Autumn Statement figures rest. 

Clearly, in order to safeguard his positive fi seal adjustment as much as 

possible, it would be to the Chancellor's advantage o minimise any sterling 

rebound against the US dollar between now and Bud get time. This is where the 

Autumn Statement properly fits in with the present conduct of monetary policy. 

We paraphrase current monetary policy by saying t hat the Chancellor's objective 

is to "lower interest rates to the limits of sterling's resilience". Such a 

course would indeed help him to achieve some o the Autumn Statement figures 

while simultaneously promoting higher econom 1C activity and lower unemployment 

than otherwise. There have been several occ 

 

asions through this year where the 

Chancellor's 	attitude to interest rate s has been consistent with this 

approach. Lower interest rates would cons train sterling's rebound. 

Finally, the real wage/unemployment debate can be made to fit neatly into 

this fiscal/monetary policy mix. In the long run, it is argued that lower real 

wages will stimulate employment. 	Given overseas conditions and abstracting 

from productivity considerations, lower real wages imply wage growth below the 

Phillips & Drew monsmeas 
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rate of of domestic price increases. For this to persist over time, it probably 

means that pay settlements perennially fail fully to reflect that part of 

domestic inflation which emanates from a decline of the currency. This would 

have the effect of reducing that proportion of domestic inflation which 

resulted from movements in labour costs. 	The movement of relative labour 

costs provides one measure of competitiveness while an improvement 

competitiveness is another way of saying that the real exchange rate 

fallen. Hence, in these circumstances 	 exchange rate would a lower nominal 

to a lower real exchange rate and would be one mechanism for reducing 

real wage profile, partly induced by a wages in the long run. This lower 

in the currency, would in turn help employment, or so it is argued. However, 

this fortunate sequence of events could only be expected to occur under certain 

conditions. Several conditions might be described in which pay settlements 

perennially fail fully to "knock-on" that part of domestic inflation would 
of resulting from lower sterling. One might be where the monopolistic power 
of trade unions remained weak. Another might be where the deterrent effect 

unemployment remained high. 

If such conditions existed, as they might exist at present, it would be an 

entirely sensible approach to design fiscal and monetary policy within the 

context of a weaker currency. However, whether one builds the whole of the 

present weakness into one's Autumn Statement calculations is quite another 

matter. It is incautious to say the least. 

in 

has 

lead 

real 

fall 

Phillips & Drew 
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FROM: MISS O'MARA 
DATE: 30 NOVEMBER 1984 

MR PRATT 

 

cc 	Sir P Middleton 
Mr Bailey Sir --1" 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Evans 

TCSC: AUTUMN STATEMENT ENQUIRY 

The Chancellor has seen the note by Sir Terence Burns 

attached to your minute of 30 November. He is content that 

this should be sent to the Committee. 

MISS O'MARA 
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FROM: R PRATT 
DATE: 30 NOVEMBER 1984 

cc Mr Bailey 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Evans 

1144.A.tit 
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TCSC: AUTUMN STATEMENT ENQUIRY 

I attach a note, prepared by Sir Terence Burns, showing how the housing components of 

the RPI forecast given in Table 1.3 of the Autumn Statement can be reconciled with 

the projections of debt interest. 

This note was requested by the Committee on Wednesday 28 November. 

The Committee Clerks have asked us to let them have this note by this evening 

(Friday 30 November) if at all possible. 

R PRATT 



The RPI forecast given in table 1.3 of the Autumn Statement showed a 

projected rise in the housing component of the index of 10 1/2 per cent 

in the year to the fourth quarter of 19814. This is mainly due to the 

behaviour of the mortgage rate. 	Its average value for the fourth 

quarter of 198/4  is likely to be about 12 1/2 per cent compared to 11 1/4 

per cent in the fourth quarter of 1983. In the 1984 FSBR, the figure 

for the housing component given for the same period was 7 per cent. 

This upward revision in the Autumn Statement largely reflects the rise 

in mortgage interest rates in August 1984. 

A reduction in mortgage interest rates has recently been 

indicated by the Building Societies Association, and this reduction will 

start to take effect from the beginning of December. Even if mortgage 

interest rates were to fall no further during the financial year 1985-

86, they would still be exerting a downward influence on the annual 

rise of the housing component of the RPI to the fourth quarter of 1985. 

This is because the December 19814 cut in mortgage rate affects only one 

month of the fourth quarter of 1984. 

The figures for debt interest payments for 1984-85 and 1985-86 

shown in Table 1.7 of the Autumn Statement have been revised upwards. 

This is largely because the assumption for the average level of interest 

rates is higher than in the 198/4  FSBR. The figure shown for 

1985-86 is £1/2bn higher than the expected outturn for 1984-85. This 

is consistent with a lower average level of interest rates in 

1985-86 than in 1984-85. The £1/2bn increase in the level of debt 

interest payments is expected to be more than accounted for by the 

higher level of public sector debt outstanding. 

, 



Oir Lawson Yes. 

You have said that with the benefit of rate-capping and the 

other factors you talked about - falling school rolls - when we look 

at the Autumn Statement next year we will not be looking at slippage, 

we will not be looking at — 

(Dr  Lawson) a further increase in provision, yes. 

We should believe the so figures? 

(Itc Lawson) Yes. The increase in provision here has some—

thing 

  

of a special nature about it in order to adjust both to the 

now fromoomxel. and also to the experience of the past. 

It. Wainwright 

Chancellor, my question relates to page 9 of your Statement, 

paragraph 1.32 and table 1.3 on retail prices. You say in paragraph 

1.32 that "The annual increase in the flPI may stay near 2r,o its 

recent rate of around 477 per cont through the first half of 1905 

before fallii.kg in the fourth quartor." If we may then turn to the 

table below, 1.3, and the final two columns where you have set 

alongside each other the forecast for the last quarter of this 

current year and the forecast for the last quarter of 1985, if we 

go through the categories, the BPI food forecast for the last cruarte-i: 

of 1985 is not falling, it is in fact for a higher figure than the 

forecast increase for the present year. The same is true of natienalisod 

industries; in facto  there is a rather larger rise of annual rate of 

inflation forecast for the end of 1905. Then if we drop to the 

bottom of the table, to other items, again there is a rise. So it 

is clear from the figures that the whole of the expected drop in 

the fourth quarter arises from your estimate of the very steep drop 

in the annual rate of inflation on housing. Could I ask, first of all, 



if that is, as you hint in your paragraph, almost entirely duo to 

your ostimte of What mortgage rates will be in the last quarter of 

1905? 

(Mr Lawson) 	That is certainly a major element in it, you. 

If you are anticipating no increase whatever in the mort3viso 

rates from now, how does that square with your estimates in other 

puelic spending parts of the 1.1-t=1_11 Statement of a very substantial 

increase in the cost of intcest on publi3 debt? 

(MT Lawson) That is ouite a different matter. 

They are both interest raues„ Channellor. 

(Irr Lawson) 	did have an exchango, I remember, across 

the floor of the House, Mr Wainwright, on this very Point, 

4030 But I had not then the advantago of this very interesting 

table of yours. 

(Mr Lawson) No, but you had the advantage of nY anawart 

which really dealt withihe nati,e.0 I think I have got it here. 

What has happened is that interest rates have gone higher this year 

and particularly interest raton generally are higher this year than we 

had expected. We also now think they will be higher next year 

than we previously expected, so that goes up and the debt interest 

burden goes up as a result. Starting fm where we are now, however, 

we expected interest rates to be coning dawn, Is that clear? Because 

you see they have already gone vp this years 

Fir Wainwright: Yes. 

Chailman 

404. 	Is there not an apparent inconsistency between the assumption 

you are making in the section on the martgagethousinvide l  and the 

assumption you aro rlaking elsewhere in your Statement? 



• 
Lawson) No, I do not seo it. What is tho inconsistency? 

Chairman: The reasanlir Wainwright mentioned . We may well be 

wrong, but it seems to us there was so inconsistency. 

14r Wairuright 

405. There does seen to ma to be an enormous drop - your forecast 

goes from a 101- per cent ° annuca rate of increase in this current 

quarter of this present year dava to a, mere 4 per cunt annual 

rate of increase nart year, and I still find it difficult to 

reconcile that. 

(rr  Lawson) Weill, the RrI changes dep.lnding an -ithich months IMMO 

the mortgae.p- impaca on BPI changes can be very considarablo. This is 

not the only factor but perhaps if you wcru3d like to go into details 

I an sure Sir Teranco would be happy to enlighten you. 

4060 It would be holpfulc, 

(g.411.91.921suam12) I think the difficulty you ar, having 

in seeing the conoistancy of these figures is partly because of the 

way in which the mortgage rate affects the 111°1. The fact that we have 

the 101- per cont, figure in the fourth quarter of 1984 refl-cts 

the relative position of the mortmge rata in the fourth auartcr of 

1984 relative to the fourth quarter of 1983. The figure for 

the 1985 fourth quri.t,)r reflects the ex-̂ ected level of the mortgage 

rate in the fourth quarter of 1985 relative to the fourth quarter of 

1984. The fact that the "4" is a good deal less than th., 902 

has got much to do with the extent to which the mortgage rute in the 

fourth queer of this year is highor than it was in the fourth quarter 

of 1983, and you cannot doduc, from that any inconsistency-  with 

the levels of dobt intanast paymbnts., I can assure you that they are 

totally consistent. 

407. Well, it would be very interesting, without doubting your 



apsaranec, if we could have the break down of the figues, so that 

there is something rather more concrete to go on. 

(Nr  Lawlen)  You would like a note on this poiaL, mould you? 

408. Yes, 

(Er Lawson)  We will lot you have a note on this point. 

(Sir Terence Burns)  Also can I emphasise of coursoi l4lafas 

we wore discussing when I was here on Monday the comparison you were 

makingibotwoon the expentations at the time of the Budget and the 

expectations now, That does not tAl us anything about the level 

in /965-86 compared to the level in 1984,850  The Chancellor has 

suggested the numbere here are quite consistent with a 1,12vel of 

interest rates in /985-86 than jit 1984-850 

4090 At the very least then a,.o we entitled to derive from these 

figures that you are aomming that there is to be no rise in the mortgage 

rate at all froc now to and including the last quarter of 1985? There 

must have been an assagotion made, 

(11z,12.2.20211) That is right2 

(ak..7 Terenco 	11.3) Yes, We are not expecting the 

mortgage rate in the fourth quarter of 1985 to be higher than the 

average in the fourth qoal-ter of 1984,, In fact we would expect 

it to be lover. 

Chairman: Thank you, I think it would be helpful if we could 

have a note on that par-Ucular point. 

I' Wainwright 

410. During a r3cont debate an the floor of the House on unemployment 

you gave the house the vary in;:eresting and unefUl calculation that no 

doubt in ap'cncine: terms the 1 per cent0 redaction in real wages would 

tend TO raise emplaylaxt by about 200,000. Because nobody questioned you 

at the time, can I ask you now whether you were speaking of 200,000 
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Chairman 

308.11x. Chancellor of the Exchequer, we are most grateful to you 

and your officials for eomin.g before the Committee again on what has 

now become a traditional occasion following your Autumn Statement on 

the economy. We aro particularly glad to see also on your right Sir 

Pet== Middleton and on your loft Sir Terence Burns and Mr Scholar. 

Sir Torino° andlir Scholar have already boon helpful to WI in giving 

evidence last Monday, as indeed wore some of your other officials the 

Monday before. I should wvlain one or two of my colleagues are 

particularly concerned about constituency matters arising on the 

statnmont on the floor of the 'louse going on at the same time. 

I am assured that reinforcements will arrive shortly. May we ask you 

first of all if there arc any particular opening remarks you would 

like to make before we begin the questioning itself? 

(Mr Layson) Mr Chaiczmna, thank you very much. I am mire 

those who are at the table are well able to keep their end up without 

• 



the need for reinforcements, whether they arrive or not. You kindly 

invited no to make a few opening xematks. If I may poke some remarks 

of a general ecenc-setting nature, the Committee has already studied 

our revised expenditure plans for 1985-86 outlined in the Autumn 

Statement. The results of this year's Public Expenditure Survey, which 

are summarised in just five pages of the Statement, represent the 

outcome of the unual detailed review of all programmes. I think it is 

interesting to note that since 1979 the Government has brought about 

a subotantial reordering of priorities within public expenditure 

progcrnmes and this year's review has been no exception to that. 

An indicated in the Statement, we now expect the public expenditure 

in 1984,85 to be some 	billion above the planned level and this 

has led us in the review of the prevision for 1985-86 to pay even 

greater regard to the realism of the plans and to the adequacy of the 

Reserve provision. 

Of course, DO ODD can be sure What will be needed to cover un-

foreseen developments, but we have taken a number of stops to ensure the 

realism Of the 1985-86 figures to the best of our ability. On local 

authority expenditure MD have increased prevision by nearly Cl billion 

and matched this by much toueier penalties for over.-spending and, of 

course, the introduction of rate cappilg. The calculation of our 

European Community contributions - another item which has caused 

problems in the past - is now mach more securely based following the 

Fontainebleau settlement. ilven after the nexpiel =noel process of 

reducing the Reserve fo2 the year ahead as the plans are firmed up, 

we have provided for a figure of C3 billion, which is Ci billion 

more than the prevision for 1984-85 in the last White Paper. 

All those adjustments, both up and dewily have once again been 

carried out within an unchanged public expenditure planning total. 

• 
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In real terms this is the same level as that planned for 1984-85, but, 

of course, as I indicated, this year we shall be overruning and, 

thorofore, it is below the expected outurn for this year, implying 

a further reduction in the ratio of public expenditure to GDP. 

As last year, tho Autumn Statement brings together a number of 

announcements which fall to be made at this time of year. In rati-

cular it allows the public expenditure plans for the year ahead to 

be set in thEJ context of a fresh OCODOMie forecast. It is not an 

occasion - although some might wish it more - for a general restatement 

of updating of economic strategy which is primarily a matter for the 

Budget. But I mould emphasise the ov3xal1 objectives aadstrategy 

remain unchanged, and those objectives are to continue to bring down 

inflation and to createthe conditions that will enable progress to 

be made in bringing down unemployment. 

We continue to make better progress on inflation than most 

commentators have expected and I mould expect this domnmard pressure 

to continue over the next year. Although our forecasters are not 

expecting much of a change in the inflation rate over the coming 

twelve months, this would still moan a significant period when 

inflation has been below 5 percent; and because expectations are now, 

after a lag, adjusting to this lower rate, it should provide the 

basis for the further downward movement of inflation that policy is 

designed to achieve. 

The framework of policy remains as set out in the HETS with 

target ranger for both 5ter1tN3113 and MO and an illustrative path 

for the PSBR. So far this year both monetary aggregates are within 

the target range and, although the PSBR is now expected to be above 

the level planned as the time of budget, it will still represent 
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the lowest proportion of GDP for well over a decade, 	Ilany common,- 

tators continuo to refer to the years since 1981 as a period of weak 

recovery. But a closer examination of the figures shows that the 

pace of recovery of output has been far from monk. If we are right 

about the rate of growth for 1905 then the growth of output over 

the four years cumulatively willhav.) boon almost 12 percent. This 

is very respectable by past standards in this country. It more than 

matches the growth of output during the previous recovery period 

1975-79, On the basis of annual data the highest four year growth 

porAcfa since the war was 1962-66 dLeit 15 percent growth over that 

four-year pea:led was registered. 	The only four-year period since 

then, since 1966, which has soon growth clearly faster than 12 percent 

was the period 1969-73. 

Unfortunately growth during the present recovery period 

still not been fast enough to bring down unemployment and during the 

recovery period unemployment has tended to turn out higher than we 

assumed or expected. It is inportant to recognise the reasons, I think, 

why unemployment has turned out higher than expected. 

The first reason for this is on average the growth of output 

has been matched by equivalent growth in productivity. That is to 

Say, productivity growth has been faster then we expected, parti-

cularly after the disappointing productivity performance of the 

1970s. The second reason for the continuoa rise of unemployment is 

that the labour force has grown more than we expected - that is, the 

total labour force. This has particularly been the case for women 

D.ateriagpart-tpe employment. This is a trend we have seen for 

many years, but it has continued at a more rapid pace than we expected 

during the period of recovery. 
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Finally, of course, I have argued on a number or oeensions. 

that the level of unemployment would have been improved if real 

wages had grown at a loss rapid pace. I hope to publish some further 

analysis of this import,ant topic in the not too distant future. 

Chairman; Tnank you very mudh indeed for the opening statememt. 

There are, I think, a number of points in it we would wish to 

pursue in questions later. We thought we might slightly vary the 

procedure we adopted recently and will in fact call colleagues round the 

table 17tarting on my right - yeur loft - with 110 political implication 

at all since WO are an all-party group and the seating arrangements 

are qUite accidental. I call firrit 1-1r Frooman, 

Ito Pm:10mm. 

309. I hasten to assure you I =net sitting on your left, 

although on your left! 	I have three questions on spending 

priorities and the decision-making process. Hy first question 

relates to the sequence of expenditure plans and then tax plans. 

Our understanding is that you believe that expenditure should be 

determined, or rather that the available finance in the economy 

should be determining the level of public expenditure. I think 

you have said that to the Committee several times before. But the 

sequence appears to be a fixing by the Cabinet of the total level 

of planned expenditure for a forthcoming year in the summer and 

then, throt a series of bilateral negotiations, fixing of expendi-

ture for changes in expenditure by department heads during the 

course of the summer and autumn. 



So in reality it seems that expenditure is determined before tax 

revenue is determined. Would it not be more appropriate and more 

in keeping with your earlier statement, earlier belief, to start from 

the basis of a medium term tax bend and then fit expenditure programmes 

into that? 

(Mr Lawson) In a sense that is what we do do, Br FrDeman. 

I think that your account of the sequence is absolutely correct, 

except that you missed the first ebage. The first stage is the 

Government's strategy which was sat out implicitly in the Green Paper 

that we published at the time of the Budget. This stated a clear 

intention of bringing  tkul—etteberief  the burden of taxation dawn, and 

specifically bringing noneilortn Sea taxation down. It went then, 

from the taxation, to what level of eublic expenditure, given our 

policy on bringing the borrowing requirement dawn„ was consistent 

with that. We took the view that it was really necessary, for two 

alternative periods but certainly for the medium period ahead (the 

period of the current Medium Term Financial Strategy), that 

public expenditure should remain constant in real terms. That 

was, as it were, our revenue and cur taxation plan determining the 

level of expenditure. Then, having got the level of expenditure, 

we had to decide what that meant in cash terms, because it is all cash 

planning, if you are going to alb a flat lino in real terms. That gives 

you an envelope, a cash envelope, for public expenditure which we 

than seek to apportion among the various programmes, and so on, in the 

way that you describe. Then finally, at the end of the day there does 

come the Budget, of course, which is primarily a matter of taxation, but 

the first stage ie the medium term tax objective, which dote/nines 

what we think is the public expenditure we can afford. 
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So you are szy-ing availoblo finance does deterraine expenditure? 

(Kr Lawson)  Mat is right. 

Because you have decided to reduce the threshold, reduce 

the burden of taxation? 

(Mr Lawson) That is right, and that has implications far 

the rate of gzowth, which it3 Za:CO goarerth in real terms, of public 

expenditin2e which we ore prepared to accept. 

Can I raave onto my second question which conce= how you 

make decisions in Government about various priorities within public 

expenditure. Could you tell us what the machinery first of a/1 

available to Government is for cozaparing the relative i=ioritios of 

expenditure under different departaaontal heads, and also tell us 

wher, ,, those decisions are taken? Are they taken in the Treasury? 

Aro they taken in the Cabinet? And if they are, taken by Ministers, 

in the Cabinet, the central focus of .'- oliticLt1 decision making, 

who is providinp- the support? Who is providing the analysis so that 

Ministers can mrike judglents about the relabive priority of differs-at 

heads of expenditure? 

(Mr Lawson) I do not think that the procedure can be as 

scientific as you imply. I do not know how you determine the priorities 

in your own personal expenditure. I wo'ild be interested to loam, 

I suspect that when it cameo down to it it is by the same sort of 

prock- so that the Government determines its primitios. It is not a very 

scientific business, but nevertheless it is a matter to which you give 

gn)at; deal of thought, as we do0 it occurs in a number of ways 

during the year, and in a number of places, The Treasury will have 

views; departments will havo views; they have views about oxpenditure 

within their own particular departmental budget°  There are matters 

that are decided in Cabinet CuirOttecs. There is the series of 



bilaterals at which the Tractuary is certainly able to assoso the 

atrength of various different owes put forward for various different 

'tome of expenditure. There in the Star Chamber too, at which the 

Ministorn will hear a number of canes made by different Miniuters 

for different forme of expenditure, and are able to assess the 

relative merits of each. There are the Government's declared policies, 

obviously, which guide everything. There are constrainte which, 

within the real world, often have more bearing on the actual pattern 

of expenditure than some abstract sense of prioritieeo These 

constraints can be very cenoiderabIe, Then, at the end of the day,  

there is Cabinet, Mere is the right of any Minister, obviously, 

to take any issue to Cabinet if he in dissatisfied with the decision 

that is reached at a lower lovelu 

All these are ad hoc procedures, and ad hoc measurea0 Are 

you saying to the Committee that there is no machinery in Government 

for the review of relative priority expenditure under different 

departmental heads? It in all a matter of pressure, 

(22,0119p) it is not a matter of pressure. It is a 

matter oft  as I say, common senee and judgment in the same way 

an you decide the priorities within your own personal exp.nditure. 

You tell me, Mr Freeman, how you decide between how much you aro 

going to spend on, say, food, and how much you are going to upend 

on clothing, and how much on borku and nowepape—s. How do you do 

that? 

Well, Chancellor, with great respect, I do not think the 

analogy is perfect. 

(Mr Lawson) You just tell me, It might be vary helpful to me. 

I sit down at the beginning of each fiscal year and zero budget 

all my heads of expenditure, and that is not something the Government does. 

• 
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It-  question was what mechaniem is there in the Treaamry or in the Cabinet 

Office for reviewing the relative heads of priority, and you toll 

me there is none. 

(Mr Lawson) I am interested in your saying you sit dawn 

and zero budget evJrything. That still does not answer how you 

decide what you are going to spend, and I think it is a matter of 

judgment which is a judgment in which the Treaauly obviomaly has a 

large part to play, but so do all other departments, and a conclusion 

is reached in the same way as a conclusion is reached an other issues 

in Cabinet Government. There is nothing special. There is no scientific 

way in which you can say in some objective sense how much defenoe 

and how much social security, and what is the precise absolute 

relationship between defence and social aecurity0 It is a. nonsense 

question. 

316. 	It is not a nonsense question. I waa not asking about the 

conclusions. Could I ask my next question, which is how much 

flexibility the Chancellor has each year in varying the lewl of expendi-

ture under different departmental heads. Once you have taken account 

of commitments and legal obligations of the sort that Government has 

under certain, heads, how much flexibility do you have to reduce 

expenditure in one department and increese it in another? Can you 

put any kind of percentage figure on total public expenditure, whore 

there is roam for nenuta/Pre? 

(Mr Lawson)  No, I cannot. Certainly not off the cuff, and 

again it is not an absolute figure. There are certain commitments - 

it is not an absolute issue. It variee In degree. Sometimes there 

is a high degree of freedom and sometimes there is none at all. 

Sometimes it is in between, and over the long run you have a greater 

degree of freedom than you do in the short run, and so on. But there 
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is no doubt about it: when you have international agreemenlls„ when 

you have particular pledges that the Government has made which have 

to be honoured, when you obviously enter into long term commitments 

of one kind or another which, if you kept chopping and changing 

these, would clearly disrupt the economy, then the level of flexibility 

on a practical level that you have, certainly in the short term and 

maybe in the medium term, is very much less than a Treasury minister 

I think would wish, and that is one of the difficulties. The level 

of manoeuvrability and flexibility is somewhat limited. We have 

an example, now, before us where W3 are changing regional industrial 

policy. There will be a public expenditure saving as a result 

of the measures that are being announced now, but you cannot change 

your regional policy every year. It would be an impossible climate 

for industry to operate ithin, so that there are all these sorts of 

constraints. 

Mr Budgen 

317, Chancellor, I was attracted to your argument that there is 

an analogy (homely but in this instance true) between the faaily budget 

and the national budget, and plainly you are right in saying that, 

just as the family mortgage interest payments nay be enormous but 

are not variable by the family, the political world is IllOrti often 

intereated in those discretionary elements of expenditure which cane 

suddenly, and about which political judgment has to be exercised. 

I would like you to describe to us the extent to which we do have 

Cabinet Government at this time, because it is often spoken of that 

there are some people who suggest that it is a diminishing feature 

of our nation's affairs, and it is surely the Cabinet Government 

which, taking the family analogy, is the thing which decidea whether 

the wife shall have that unexpeated and vary expensive dress, is it not? 
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Let me just ask you a bit about that. Since the Autumn StatJaant 

there have been two areae of some contention: 1) before the 

Autumn Statement you were letting it be known that you intended 

to reduce or evon obliterate domestic capital grants for agriculture, 

is that not true? 

(Mr Lawson) No, I do not think I made any statements about 

domestic capital grants for ag4iculture0 

It was widely and improporly leaked, and you did little 

to abate that spate of leaks. 

(Mr Lawson) Oh, oil sorts of rumours fly around, but if 

I spent my time denying rumoure, I would not have time to do anything 

°loot 

(Sir Peter Middletz) You could add that it is a general 

problem for the Treasury: if we deny every rumour that comes out, 

of course we confirm them. 

14111 you take it from me, Chancellor, that the Minister of 

Agriculture is going wound saying that ho has beaten off thc,= Treasury 

and that expenditure upon agriculture has dininished by only 107 per cent. 

Is that, in your opinion, an example of the way in which good Cabinet 

Government ought to run? 

(Ma: Lawson) I think that with,ut accepting any of your premisas 

or characterisations, I would say this: that it is well known that 

from time to time there are differonoes of cpin ton between the 

Treasury and spending departments and ainiuterin, the Chancellor 

and Chief Secretary on the one hand and spending ministers on. the 

other, That is true today, and it always has been true, and it is 

true in every coantry in the world. I think that it is better for 

Cabinet Government if these differences are not aired in public. 
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320. Well, all right, Chancellor, you arc jointly responsible, 

as the root of the Cabinet is, for all that Wat3 agreed for the 

Autumn Statement. Will you please justify a reduction of only 1.7 per 

cent, in douostic grants to agriculture? 

(Mr Lawg21:11 Yes, readily. What the Treasury was concerned 

to do was in a sensible way to achieve a figure for public expenditure, 

that is to say, the se-called planning total which was within the 

White Paper figure publi:tied earlier this year for 1985-863 also 

to gut a satisfactory outcome for the two later years which would be 

publiahed in due course, which would nazintain this flat trend in real 

terms that I wao talking about oarlioY. That we have I:secured. 

Agriculture has played a part in that. 

321, Well, you havn not answered the question at all, withmspoct, 

Chancellor, have you? The point I am putting to you is, as I have 

put to you many timos before, that at the tine when agriculture is 

grossly over-producing, what is the point of having thew second lines 

of grants designed to increase production? 

(Mr Ivoon) These capital grants have been reduc-A, as you 

mentioned ---- 

322. By 1.7 per cent. 

(Mr Lawson) Well, no, that is total expenditure an agriculture,  

The capital grants have been reduced proportionately by very much more 

than that. I do not know whetbez Mr Scholar has the figures? 



Oar Scholar) C40 in in capital grants. 

(Mr Lawson) What is that in percentage terms? Anyway, 

considerably more than that reduction corresponding with agricultural 

capital 6Tantsa 

And as a percentage? 

(Mr Scholar) I am afraid I have not got thnt number with 

me. 

(111.I.o...L.) We can easily let you have the percentage. 

I daresay in presenting it as 1.7 per cent, it is being 

presented by comparison with all agricultural expenditure and I agree 

that that is a figure which is unfair to you but it is designed to 

be unfair to you. Is that a good example of Cabinet Government? 

(nt. Lawson) I do not think Finance Ministers in any 

country ever expect fairness, 

Then can I ask you a second question again about the 

equivalent of this difficult mmi-ginal expenditure in the family. 

One of the advantages of Cabinet Government is said to bet  is it 

not, that it provides a sort of Political sieve which may be used 

against the activities of the perhaps over-enthusiastic doctrinaire 

in his own department? We have at present, do we nott  a nice little 

row brewing about the increase in contributions that parents will 

have to make to their chilc1ren i university education? Do you agree 

that there is a row about that? 

(Mr Lawson) I think, yestthat that particular decision 

has not been welcomed in all auarters. 

You would agree with me that from a narrow Tory party 

point of view it is doctrinally perfect? 

(Mr Lawson) It is not a question of whether it io 

doctrinally perfect or not. It is a question that the Secretary 
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of State for Education felt that, given the need to mrke economies, 

it was right to make this change in order to protect the scientific 

budget. I do not think there is anything particularly doctrinal 

about that. That was his priority. 

But it is also being justified, quite rightly, or the 

ground that it enables the state to be more generous to those 

parents who are less well off? 

(...1t1,2419.2z) Certainly. I cannot speak for the Secretary 

of State for Education but I am rinite sure that that was a view 

that he took, yes, that is right. 

But, Chancellor, if there were Cabinet Government 

ought you not to be able not merely to say that the Secretary of 

State for Education had decided this but that you had considered 

it and you approved of it because it would be part o: the political 

process? 

(Mr Lawson)  Of course I approve of every decision the 

Cabinet takes. That must be the case. But I thought you were 

implying that somehow I personally, not just as a member of 

Cabinet along with all other members of Government, had some special 

interest in this. The plain fact of the matter is, of course, that 

I have an interest in the Cabinet along with all other members of 

the Cabinet but the only Minister who has a special interest in 

priorities in education is the Secretary of State for Education, 

and it is the same with other departments round the Cabinet table. 

I have an interest9  of eouzse, in the decision in the same way as 

every member of the Cabinet does. I must say I am not quite cure 

whether what you are getting at is the question of Cabinet Govern—

ment or whether you approve or disapprove of the results of 

Cabinet Government. 

• 
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No, I was asking the extent to which there is Cabinet 

Government and Cabinet consideration of these politically 

sensitive areas? 

(Mr Lawson)  There is undoubtedly Cabinet Government. 

Or are we seeing a Government which deals entireli on 

a bilateral basis (as I believe the Government calls it) I do not 

know about these things., Is that right or do we have a proper 

collective decision so that politically sensitive decisions such 

as cutting grants to agriculture„ such as increasing contributions 

of parents who have young persons at university, are considered by 

Cabinet so that the collective wisdom of the Cabinet is applied, 

not just to their own departmental problems but to the depart—

mental problems of others, or is it in fact, that this Government 

operates on a federal basis? 

(Mr Lawson)  Not at all. The final outcome of the public 

expenditure negotiations has to be approved by Cabinet. The whole 

lot has tobe approved by Cabinet and is approved by Cabinet, and 

members of Cabinet are perfectly entitled, and often do, to discuss 

something or open up a discussion, not merely to take part in one, 

on something which has nothing to do with their own particular 

department. That is quite right. 

Chairman 

331, Mr Howell wants to rRisp questions on another subject 

but might I pick up a point which was made implicit in 'Ma both 

Mr Freeman and Mr Budgeu were saying, without necessarily taking 

a view on whether homely comparisons with domestic expenditure are 

not a good idea, Mat is of some concern is that the impression 

is created that the decisions on public expenditure are largely 

made in bilateral negotiations between the Treasury and the spending 
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departments; in other words, the matter is dealt with largely in 

a vertical way, if I may put it in those words, but there is 

comparatively little rnrlyeis or discussion across departments 

as against decisions within departments, which are obviously a 

matter for the department, by and large, compared with little 

discussion across departments, so that the question of whether one 

should spend less on agriculture or more on education is epltnisi 

in any sort of coherent way with advice from officials and so on. 

Of course, it must be the case at the end of the day that Cnbinet 

looks at it but the amount of Cabinet time is really very limited 

and what w--; EILT: rather concerned about is the extent to Which 

priorities are appraised between departments in a coherent and 

sensible way nil night 	ocsc nlot us sr 	a well-run 

family? 

(Mr Lawson)  The amount of discussien is very substantial 

indeed. Of course, by no means all of it or the majority goes 

on in Cabinet. It would be quite impossible for that to be so, 

but during the course of the year there are all sorts of discus-

sions on various items of expenditure which lead to a view among 

colleagues about priorities at a particular time, and these views 

are taken into account when the Treasury is beginning the public 

expenditure round, which it does first by the Chief Secretary 

having a number of bilateral discussions wi+h individual Ministers. 

Of course, the Ministers themselves are aware net only of their 

own departmental needs as they see them but also the overall 

objectives of the Government and they have that very much in mind. 

So, all these matters are already very much in the minds of the 

Treasury when it goes about trying to reduce the inevitably 

excessive demands or bids that spending Ministers make, and then 
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where there cannot be agreement - and this year that was the ease on 

a number of programmes - there is a sub-committee of Ministers 

with a wide range of experience and background who themselves try 

and help determine this. Of course, they are able to weigh up, 

as I said earlier, the strength of one case against the st2..ength 

of another and so on, and then the whole thing at the end of the day 

does go to Cabinet and everybody is conscious that it is going to 

Cabinet and that if a series of proposals were going to Cabinet 

which did not accord with Cabinet's sense of priorities and Cabinet's 

views, then it would not have much chance of going through and, 

therefore, that would not be put forward. It is one of the oldest 

tricks in the book, incidentally, but is not tried so often because 

I think certain spending ministries realise that the Treasury has 

tumbled to it, but they will put forward perhaps spending cuts 

in their own progranne of a highly sensitive nature, hoping that the 

Treasury will be foolish enough to say, "Right, that is what we 

want. OkaY, you can have the rest of your programme," in the full 

knowledge that if that were to go to Cabinet it would be overturned 

in Onbinot and there would be no saving. That trick, which I have 

known tried in past years, I do not think was attempted this year. 

I use this ilInstration to show that the Cabinet decision at the 

end of the day is very much of a reality which is present in people's 

minds. If I may draw an analog7 within the political world, there 

are very few bills put forward by governments which do not get 

through the House of Commons but that does not mean that governuents 

pay any attention to the House of Commons or that they can get 

anything through It is that they form a view in advance of what 

they -AoLv. get through the House of Commons and what they cannot 

and introduce only those bills which, in their judgment, they can 
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get through the Haase of Commons. It is the same in the public 

expenditure round, that very little is overturned in Cabinet in the 

public expenditure sense because the Treasury and, indeed, spending 

Ministers, have in mind what might be acceptable to colleagues 

When they are conducting their negotiations and do not try -nd put 

something forward which will not be acceptable to colleagues. 

What in interesting is that I referred earlier to the Green Paper. 

If you look at the Green Paper, chart 4 on page 7 does show the 

tremendous shift that there has been in the pattern of public 

expenditure since 1978/19. It goes up to 1983/84 and it shows 

huge increases in real terms on some programmes, others being roughly 

static and on others a big reduction. It also shows how constraints, 

as it werekzajaclim2, has been a major factor in some of these 

changes, whereas in other areassIL:rJi  for example, we have had 

a definite policy of shifting the provision to housing for the most 

part from the public sector to the private sector, tL., priorities 

have affected the relative picture0 I think that this particular 

pattern came about not by chance, as you might have expected equal 

cuts across the board if it cane about by chance. It certainly did 

not come about by chance; it came about by a mixture of the Govern-

ment's priorities being reflected in prblic expenditure and the 

constraints within which we have to operate. 

Chairman: Thank you very much. We would like to chana:: the 

subject now. Mr Howell has some questioneQ 

Mr Howell 

332. Chancellor, I would like to talk about table 2.1 and 

social security, which is the largest increase, E470 m, something 

like 20 per cent0 above what was anticipated. How much of that is 

due to the increase in unemployment? 
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(Ikkmar]) Only a minor ?proportion of that is duo to increase 

in unemployment. I do not know mhotharlte Scholar has the precise 

figure. 

(LLIAW42) The Command 9123 plan assumed unemploymant level 

of 2.095 million in GB narrow to 	and the plans here assua.,, a level 

of 3.0 million on the same basis. 

(11r Lawson) There are other things andi -spoing from 

memory, one of the big elements here, fel' example, has been housing 

benefit which has come to cost considerably more than we had expected. 

That is not directly related to unemployment at all. So I think the 

amount of this increase which is related to unemployment is, if 

remember rightly, a minor part of the total. 

333. In view of what you have just said, mould it not ho advan-

tageous for everybody to understand these figures if a separate line 

mole established for the cost of unemployment so that we could coo 

exactly mhit was happening in that area? It seems to me to be quite 

misleading that we have the Department of 141ployment and -70 there 

and DD particular heading to show what the cost of unemployment is, 

because this is ODD of the major problrnn confronting the country 

nem(and I an sure everybody agreeo on that point) and I believe, in 

order to understand these accounts in t1,1 expenditure plans, it mould 

be in evoxybodyls interests if we knew what the coot of unemployment was. 

(Or Lamson) The detailed figures, an you know, are given 

in the White Paper and in the Public "Axpenditure White Paper you can 

ndko your own calculations of what the coot of unemployment is. 

It is very difficult to define the cost of unemployment because, for 

eznnDlot  the Youth. Training Cchem, which is a trataingmeasuso and 

providing very valuable training for school leavers, is more than just 



a coot of unemployment and yet clearly if thero were rn unemploymt 

at all you would assume that tho training would probably be given 

by the companies concernodp.ty tho employore primarily rather than 

by tho state, or at least to a very largo extent. There might still 

be some state training arranEemont but it would not be of th.A size. 

So it is genuinely difficult with the various elements involved. 

Regional policy again is another bit of that. To what =tent do you 

attribute spending on regional policy to unemployment? So I think 

you have to make your own judgments. We will provide you wilh all 

the detailed figuros in the White Paper and you can make your own best 

estimates, Ar. Howell, as to how much of that is attributable to 

unemploymont. When you have got the answer, of course, I am not OU20 

whether that gets you any for' ardor because the problem of unemployment 

is not "What is the cost of unempleyment?": the problem of 

unemployment is "What measures oan sonnibly be taken which will 

load to a sustainable reduction in the level of uneAlioymente" What 

Is what matters. 

334. I hate to disagree with you, but I think the cost of unomploy— 

mont and the cost of job creation and all that is very important. 

It is one of the biggest areas of expenditure thore is and I thilic 

it oudit to be clearly defined so that 1,1 can soo just how much it 

is costing in the round and what it mould cost if we adoptod other 

methods to got over this problem, such as "wrrkfare" which is being 

adopted in the United States. 

(ifir_ Lawson) C14 you, if you wore to xeduou the level of 

unomployment benefit,which is inherent in the "workfare" proposals, 

I agroo. It is more complicated than that but that is the essential 

element: if you do not take work you got the lowe-2 levol of bonefit. 

If you reduced the level of unemployment benefit you would reduce the 

• 
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cos-I; of uLci]ployment to the taxpayer. 

5. Following on from that, what steps have we taken to find 

out what is going on in the United States, because you often refer 

to the fact that unemployment levels in the United States are lover 

than in Britain but there are two fundamental reasons why tills 

should be. One is unemployment benefit stops in general after six 

months and the other thing is that they are instituting "workfare" 

nroerannes which really does mean applying a work test. 

(11x Layma  I think the tougher social security rules in the 

United iitates are certainly one element. But there is, I think, an 

even more important element: that is the much greater degree of 

flexibility of both the labour market and the product markets in the 

United States and the fact that the trades unions have proportionately 

far fewer members in the United States and there is far less of a 

closed shop. The closed shop is far leas prevalent in the United 

'Jtates. All these factors I think lead to a level of wage settlements 

which is conducive to job creation and the whole ente7orise culture, 

as I have called it, which in a matter of the attitudes of management, 

the formation of now businesses, all those sorts of thing, does have 

a groat effect too on the better performance in the United States, 

in w judgments  in creating new jobs. Put you ace right, the welfare 

system is a more rigorous ones  a harsher ono in the United States than 

it is in this country. 

But have you or your Department made a study of what goes 

on in the recent "workfare" syntems which axe being set up there? 

(Hr Lawson)  Oh, yes. We are very interested in hew other 

countries conduct their OCODDMies and tho.ir  social legislation and 

so on, certainly. 

You have not made a specific inquiry into the Lmerical 
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"workfare" system? 

(111. 1armE) I cannot speak for them, but I think probably 

the DESS or the Department of ilaployment probably have intheir 

files an account of the Ametican system. I would be surprised if 

they do not. 

From the point of ViJIT of expenditure': 

(Mr Law3o4 We have no plans to introduce a "workfare" 

system in this country if that is what you are asking no. 

You do not want to know anything about it? 

(yir Lamsop) I an very Inppy to read anything you ItrAte 

about it. I always enjoy rending your booklets. 

I would rather you read what goes on in the States because 

you want some way of having owleynent figures In one specific area. 

(Mr Lameo4) I shall be interested to know whether this 

Committee in its report comes out with a reconmpndation that we 

should introduce tho "workfare" system into this country. I look 

forward with even greater eagerness to reading the report than I 

did when I entered this room. 

(Sir eaetoll) 	On the general point, we have 

spent a lot of time studying the United States and, of course, the 

relationship between job creation in the United States and Durope is 

not only studied here but is being studied in every international 

organisation you can think. of, An enormous amouOt of effort is going 

in, as you. know. 

Can I just tackle you on something you said at the beginning 

when you said the labour force has growl. The figures I on looking 

at do not indicate that the labour force has grown. In fact, between 

'larch 1900 and March 1984 it decreased by 400,000. 
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(Th.^ Lawso.0 What figures axe those? 

Figures from the Department. 

Laws.on) Figures of that? 

The total working population has gone down by 300,000 

inaetween those two dates. 

Car .I. 	The total working pooulation at work? 

No, the total working population - everybody including the 

unerzployed. 

(Mr 	If I misled you inadvertently I apologise. 

Hy impression was certainly in the past year or so that the working 

population had been growing. 

And the total week force, the employed labour force, has 

only been below what it is now. 

(Mr Lawson) I would. like to see your figures - I really would. 

Can you hand, them over? (Document handed to witnesses) What are 

you comparing? 

1980 with 1984. I think they are both marked. 

(kkilawson) This is March 1980 with - there is not much 

difforence - March 1984. You axe taking different months? There is 

seasonra pattern. The working population, according to your 

figures, is in March 1980 26.6 )Ttillion and. in March 1984 27 million, 

which I work out as an increase. 

Chairman: I think perhaps we should rever:le the normal procedure 

and we will let you have a note. 

Mr 'Howell 

Can I just ask you if you are not a little complaisant 

on the slowness of the increase in unemployment because we are not 

working on the sme criteria that we wore working on a few years 
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acp and the fact that a mistake was made last year in thinking 

unemployment was going to fall when, in fact, it did riso because 

we axe not including all the categories in the unemployment figures 

that we did previously; therefore, we are getting wrong results, 

we are deceiving ourselves on this point which is achieving nothing. 

(Hr La7frp2y.)  I do not think we are deceiving ourselves at 

all. We have made it very clear what the differences in definition 

and soon have produced. You can easily work out what the figures 

would be on the old definition. :ething has been oncenledf  there 

is 110 solf-deception, and, dr course, you could adjust for all sorts 

of reasons in different ways beyond that. Some people suspect - 

and I think you are one - that many of those who are registered 

unemployed in many parts of the country are in fact doing work in 

the black economy. So that the whole thing is extremely difficult 

to got to grips with. So I think it is best to rest on the propo-

sition that the level of unemployment is too high, it is still 

risings  though rising more slowly now, and that it is important 

that we devise a whole battery of policies which will enable 

business and industry (because it is business and industry that 

create the jobs, not government) to create the jobs of tho future. 

Mr Wainwright 

348. Chancellor, in your opening statement this afternoon you 

claimed that the total of public expenditure enTisaged for 1985-86 

and sot out in your recent Autumn Statement would be the lowest 

percentage of GBP for a decade, but in table 2.2 of your Autumn 

Statement, which is a table a comparisons of 185-86 projected 

expenditure with that of the previous six years - and table 2.2 is 

on page 23 ----- 
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(Mr Lawson)  Can I interrupt you? I think you may be • 

labouring under a misapprehension. What I was saying lepuld be 

the lowest for over a decade was the PSBR, the Public Sector 

Bacwwing Requirement, as a proportion of GDP. What you arc talking 

about now is public expendituro as a proportion of GDP. These are 

obviously two different things. 

349. 2:2 I misheated I apologise, Chancellor. You have also 

frequently in recent months await on the point that the likelihood 

of iTorth Sea oil being very near its peak over this year and next is 

a furbhor reason - I an quoting you- for soaking to make rapid 

progress In reducing the Pan. Dees this moan that, if next Harda 

you find yourself with the scope for a fiscal adjustmont which is 

set out in this ArAumn Statement, you will apply this fiscal 

adjustment for further reducing the PSBR? 

(1/4:Lawson) As you. know, IL? Wainwright - and we had 

this disaussion, I think, on this occasion last year - the decision 

on what is the appropriate Para for 1935-86 will be taken at the 

timr,  of the Budget and not now, and it will be taken at the tine 

of tho Budget in the light of all the various considerations which 

have to be taken into account including updated information, 

including the composition of the public expenditure total, including 

tho consonanco of the borrowing requirement with the need to reduce 

the rate of growth of the mono supply at tolainble levels of 

interest ratos. All those things go into the assessment that is 

made at budget time to reach what is called the Budget judgment. 



There is a presumption that obviously we will stick to the figures 

in the Medium Term Financial Strategy, but that is not always 

precisely the case. The spirit and the essence of the MPS will 

be adhered to, but as you know this year the figure for the PSBR 

(which I set at the time of the Budget) Was in fact below tao figure 

that had been published in the previous year's Red Book. 

Of course, certainty as to your plans must await next March, 

as you have just very lucidly explained, but you have, you see, 

already lifted the curtain a little on the scenario next March by 
of 

these remarks/Yours that having regard to North Sea oil being at 

its peaks, these are the two years when really you must seek to 

got the PSBR down, It is a special opportunity, and there is a 

special requirement to gat the PSBR down. Having perhaps rather 

tantalisingly lifted the curtain on next Marches scenario a littlo„ 

can you not move it a little further aside and say whether, if your 

implied fiscal adjustment figure of 1i billions in the ixtumn Statement 

materialises, it will in fact be devoted to yet funther reduction of 

the PSBR at this gold.m moment for doing so. 

(Mr Lawson) I do net know about the particular "golden moment". 

I thought it was an important moment to do so in this Marches Budgot, 

and did so accordingly, but the answer 4o your question is no, I am 

net going to "lift the curtain a little more" now. What is more, 

Mr Wainwright, if every time I lift the cur4ain in response to 

requests from this Comattee all I am told is I ought to be lifting it 

still further, then that does not give me much incentive to lift the 

curtain in the first place, 

I ara sorry if you should treat 110 like children in a nursery. 

(M,4: Law4211) Oh, no, it is not children in a nursery. I am 

treating you on your merits1 
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not considered using what is in fact a windfall — a windfall which 

you yourself were not expecting a few months ago — for reducing 

the PSBR rather than reducing taxes? 

(Mr Lawsora  All life is a windfall, Mr Wainwright. 

That is not a stat)ment with which you can expect a 

Yorkshireman to agree, Chancellor, and I donItS 

(rm19272.91.) Sometimes the windfall can be a pleasant one, 

and sometimes an unpleasant one. The fact that things do not turn 

oat an you would expect, which is what you are talking about, does 

not mean that there is something wrong with events, It means that 

it is your expectations that were wrong, 

Chairmaa 

It does not moan that you should not react to the change, 

Chancellor. 

(Mr Lawson)  No, well, of coume we react to all these changes 

and all theue factors, An element in determining the Budget is 

judgnent, that is to say, what is the appropriate level of the PSBR 

for the coming year, and that is a judguent that I am not concealing 

from you now. I could only conceal something from you if I had already 

made it, and I have not made that juagnent yet. 

Mr Wainwright 

I would like to move onto the quustiaa of sales of asuets, 

You will recall, I an sure, a very vigorous and I think illuminating 

discussion in this Comnittee last year and also at Budget time this 

year on accounting treatment of sales of assets, You said clearly that 

you did take account of sales of assets when you are deciding the 

appropriate size of the PSBR, Wall, now that it is DOW expected 

that the proceeds of sales of assets next year, 1985-86, are likely 

to be considerably greater than was originally expected, do you intend 
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to um) those increased enhanced proceeds of sales of asaota for 

further reducing the PSBR below your 7 billion? 

(Mr  Lawsonl No. ENTorything I said in that discussion 

to which you allude still stands, and perhaps it would be tedious to 

go over all that discussion again, exeept to say that of coLvao that 

is one of the factors which has to be taken into account. As I 

said earlier, the composition of the public expenditure total is one 

of the factors that has to be taken into account In deciding what 

is the appropriate borrowing requirenent. Again, I an looking 

for guidance from this Caemitteg and I ahall certainly be very 

disappointed indeed - and I hope you will not accuse us of talking 

to you as if you were a child now - if you do not in your report 

recommend what the PSBR (after all this discussion) for 1985-86 aught 

to boo 

We are not in the position of having full access to the 

books, Chancellor° 

Oft Lawson) I think that is a bit of acop.outi 

Mr Fish= 

Can we just clarify this point, please? You have refemd 

to the Red Book and actually quoted the relevant passage, which 

was your policy at the tine of the Budget° Has there been a policy 

change, because now, in the Auto.= Stateuent, you have re-forecast 

your oil revenues upwards by 2i billion, ana ye.i you. are also at 

the same time anticipating (and indeed the Financial Socratary in 

a speech last week seemed to confirm this) that you are going to use 

that upwards forecast as the prime reason why you can out taxee. In 

the Red Book however, you say quite clearly that this peak of 

oil revenue should be used to reduce the PSBR. Can we assume there is 

a change of policy aa your part? 
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(Dr Lawoon) No, there is no change of policY0 

359. Itiority? 

(Mk Lawson) A number of things now look an if they are going 

to turn out differently - that in always the case - in 1985-86 from 

what we thought at tho tine. One of them in the level for 1985-86 

of oil revenues. Other thinge change (on the tax aide they tend 

to change in differng directions). That in the biggoot single 

change that has to be taken into account in taking the Budget 

judgment. 	I an sure you know ithie very well, Mr Fiaher„ but acme 

people do not: the fiecal adjuatment ie a vary mechaniatic calcu-

lation. It should not be held to imply what the Budget is going to 

hold in the way of tax reductione. It is an indication, but it is 

certainly no pronioe or pledge. It is mechanistic in this sense: 

we do our bust forecast which has a very very-wide mArgin of uncertainty 

at this stage, very wide margin of uncertainty, of what the PSBR 

would be in 1985-86. You then deduct from that the figure for the 

PSBR in the most recent Budget Red Book, which was 7 billion, and 

if you deduct that 7 billion that leaves you with a fiscal adjustment 

of 1.5 billion, but it is purely a nechanical arithmetical calculation 

which gives an indication of the ball park on present estimateo in 

which the Budget night be. 	Jet only may eetimatee change as we move 

nearer the Budget in the light of later information, one latzr or the 

other, but of course the judgnent that ia ueereteed at that stage, and 

at this stage, is purely an arithmetical calculation. 

360, I accept that, Uhancellar, but your Financial Searebary, when 

speaking to the Sun Life Assurance investment Seminar - a crucial 

event in the finalcial ea/ender - said, and it presumably was not a 

chance renark because it is actually printed in the Treaauryto preee 

release: "The ChancoMbrie Autumn Statement oonfirmed that there should 

• 
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be room for further tax cute in tho next Budget", That sol2t of 

fiocal adjustment? 

(Mr Lawoon)  Certainly. I think that io tru 	He dia not say 

there should be room for 1 billion of furthoz tax cut,. Hk wao 

being appropriate cyatiaus, ac befito a rooponsiblo Treatsur7 Minister. 

361 	ie you say, this whole matter in subject to wid.D variations 

and indeed, Sir Terence Duman, when kindly giving evidencti to uu on 

Monday 2  volunteered the information to thio Caumittee, and I an 

air° you have had a chance to reads  that hio estimate of a 1 percent. 

change in the otorlinddollar exohano rate would lead to a 150 million 

adjuntment, so that from that we can estimate that a 10 iltKir ceat. 

change in the ater1inildo31ir exchange rate would actually wipe out 

or could wipe out this fiscal adjustment. Would you agr( wi'411. that? 

(Sir  Torcno  Buino) Ceald I make one comment? I think 

I oaid "ono per cent. Change in the Aerling oil prico". Whether 

or not that one per c,rt. changu in the pound/dollar exchange rate 

will actually lead to a ono per cent, change in the sterling oil 

price depends of courne upon what is happening to the oil prfces  

and it does matter whether the bilateral change in the exohan6,-

rate in due to changaiin oterling or in the dollar, because we 

know that changeu in thJ dollar offecte exchange rate can 

vary well affect the price of oil, It in not vite ma simple as 

all thato 

362 	Iam cure, Chancfalac, ys..,u would agre,„ that how thoo, two 

th.ingo are related and have been ovi,ir the last year or so would 

tsaggeot that over the last year's trondo„ one would load to the other. 

Weald you confirm that? If you do confirm that, would you nay 

that that means that the whole policy towaedo fiocal adjustmento 

or tax auto io rather a chancy and variable thing„ and a olight risk — 

a hamtIrd? 
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(Mr Lawaon) You, I have,  never attempted to deny that my 

job iu a difficult one, and you. have unerringly put your finger on 

one of the reaaons why it iu a difficult one, but so far what 

we have managed to secure is our objective of, despite all these 

difficultiee, getting the PSBR ateadily lower as a proportien of 

GDP, and that i6 the objective we have achieved and we have 

achieved it in recent years with a reduction in taxation and I 

hope that we shall be able to continue and I believe we 

The Green Paper shows that with the oorto of policies an public 

expenditure which I was referring 2;() earlier, we will be able to have 

increasing scope for reductione in taxation, even though it is posited 
is 

that the oil revenue/on a declinjeag trend, I feel that this is 

something which we have to live with, which anybody doing my job 

would have to live with, but there do tend in practice te be offsetting 

factors if there is a big Change in one of theue elomonts, 
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363. 	I think we all appreciate the difficulty of your job; 

it is only too apparent, and also the very chancy and variable 

tactics, but you are today being very cautious, appropriately 

cautious about it. 

(111r Lawson) So I was when I gave the oral statemc.zt to 

the House of Commons and, indeed, so is the document itself. 

I have just read to you one sentence from your Finance 

Secretaryls speech to the Dun Life Assurance seminar, but in the 

next one he actually specifies that we could reduce the burden of 

tax by about Eli bn for the year 1985/86„ so he, unlike you, is 

not being cautious? 

(Hr Lawson) No, he was saying if events turn out as 

they look like doing at the present time but he would no more deny 

than I would the margin of uncertainty that there is. 

I do not wish to get you into any further trouble so 

can we move on slightly. I think you would agree that one of the 

most variable and chancy elements is what is going to happen to the 

sterlinp-dollar exchange rate. In it now still your policy, as you 

told us last year, that you do not have a target for thrt exchange 

rate? 

Oar Lawson) Yes. 

And yet you reco6niss that it is actually crucial and 

fundamental to the whole fiscal adjustment you might want to make 

later in the year and you still do not have a target for it? 

(Kr Lawsqn) That is really wishing would Enke it so. 

It would not be sensible to have a target for the sterling-dollar 

exchange rate. Almost certainly you would not be able to achieve 

the target if you did set yourself a target and in order to try 

and achieve it you would have to take all sorts of policy decisions 
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which would not make sense in economic policy terms in all 

probability. Therefore, we do not have a target but it does not 

follow from that that we are not affected by the sterlinc-dollar 

exchange rate. We do not have a target for the United States 

Federal Budget deficit but we are certainly affected by tha. 

And you have a view on the United States Federal Budget 

deficit? 

OKr Lawson) 'Yes, I would rather see it lower. I have 

made that clear on a number of occasions. 

But if it was lower wouLtd that not actually lead to lower 

interest rates in the United States and would it not quite possibly 

lead to a stronger pound and lowat oil revenues and, therefore, 

in your fiscal adjustment next year possibly your view of what is 

desirable in the States would actually cel?pletely link% 1-= 

options for next year? 

aft Lawson)  No, I do not think so. I think what would 

be likely to happen would hn that you would have a lower level of 

interest rates worldwide and I think that would be to the benefit, 

of t7). 	 ;la o:r the debtor nations in particular, but it 

would also be beneficial to this country. 

How would it be beneficial ti this country because it 

would presumably lead to a stronger pound and lower oil revenues 

and, therefore, the upward forJc:st you havn made of 	bn of oil 

revenues would not take place and, therefore, you would not be in 

a position to make this fiscal adjustment or t%r ol:Con of whatever 

proportions no year, so you have a very strong vested interest 

in the opposite view to the one you profess of the US Federal 

deficitY 
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Lawson) In the first place, Mr Fisher, it is difficult 

to predict what effect a given reduction in the American Budget 

deficit would have on the sterling-dollar exchange rate, and those 

people who have tried to predict the sterling-dollar exchange rate 

in the past, including, I think, all of us in this room, h%ve net 

had a conspicuously successful track record?  which in One of tho 

reasons we do net do it in public;-..at least I do net; I think the 

"scribblers" do! So, it is extremely difficult to predict from a 

given reduction in the American Budget deficit and I must confess 

I do not see any early signs of that coming about. But it is not 

difficult to predict from that what would happen to the sterling,-

dollar exchange rate. You then have to take into account what would 

be the consequences in this new economic world for the dollar oil 

price and, as Sir Terence Burns was pointing out, you have also 

to take into account what other changes there waald be and what 

effect they would have on the likely tax ot J T-:: 	fxela 

oil taxation are only a minor part. So, I think it is extremely 

difficult to predict. I would not, therefore, accept your conclusion 

for a moment but, more importantly?  I would dissent very strongly 

from the hypothesis that you appear either to imply or at least 

impute to me that it is the primary obz.:ct of Government policy 

to have the highest possible starling oil price. It is not. 

370. Chancellor, I would not dispute that. It is net an 

exact science and I think evtrybody in the room would take Sir 

Tercnceto point that it is open to variation, but all I said was 

that it could lead and I would have thought most peo71.' would rgree 

with me that that is on the margin of a more likely nompnos, 

of events running from a reduced deficit; 
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(Hr Lawson)  What is a more likely event? 

The one I suggested, of lower interest rates, 

therefore a stronger pound, therefore reduced oil revenues and, 

therefore, no fiscal adjustment for you next year? 

(IVir Lawson)  We will have to see whether there is - — 

fiscal adjustment next year, and if it would not be improper, 

we could no doubt each write down a figure on a piece of paper aid 

have a wager and whoever is closer to it would win. 

I au not a betting man: 

(kt_ILBIRRE)  One of the factors you have not taken into 

account is that in so far as the strength of the dollar is affected 

by interest rates, it is probably relative interest rates which 

are important and if interest rates in this country aro also coming 

down as well as interest rates in the United States, those 

relative interest rates need not change at all. 

You have made great play since you have been Chancellor 

of being a proponent of "sound money", as you call it, which I 

take it you would agree means a strong pound? Would you agree 

with that? 

Lajl_NrImon)  No. What I mean by "sound money" is a low 

and declining level of inflation with the ultimate objective of 

having no inflation at all. That is what I mean by "sound money". 

Can I ask a direct question. Do you actually want a strong 

pound? 

(Mr Lawson)  I believe that it is the market Which will 

determine the level of a ourrerey. 

I am asking what you want rather than what is likely to 

happen? 
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(3t_rson) Having said that - and that is probably why 

we do not have tIrgets - obviously, other things being equal 

I would certainly net want to see a depreciating currency in 

external terms any more than I want to see a depreciating currency 

in internal terms. 

Even though, as I see it from this Autumn Statement - 

I may be totally misreading it - your whole prosperity and 

philosophy, your aspirations for a fiscal adjustment or tax cuts 

next year, depend on there being a continuing weak pound? 

(Ar linzason) No. You th.7n1c the pound is weak at the 

moments  do you? 

I think you wauldlike it to be weaker. 

(IE_Immal) But do you think it is weak at the moment? 

It is weakening; it is down to 1.20 today. 

C kl....._taw_sonl, ) The assumption on which the forecast is made 

is that the exchange rate will ne;3 be very different in 1985/06 

from what it is now. That is a fairly conventional assumption. 

There is no assumption that the pound is going to weaken. But 

different people have different views. There are some people who 

think the pound is weak at the present time; there are some people 

who feel that the pound is quite stronc at the present time. 

It depends a lot on whether you prefer looking at the dollar-sterling 

exchange rate or the deutschmark exchange rate. 

(S"m;_122-12zaiag_Aleten) But the fact is that most of the 

changes that haw taken place in thc exchange rate have been the 

result of US policy, not ow:0s  and it is a bit much to think they 

are busily pushing up the dollar in order to reduce our budget 

deficit. 
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Chairman 

379. What was the date of the forecast in the Autumn Statement, 

Chancellor? When was the forecast made? 

(Sir Terence Burns) It was finalised just preceding 

publication. 

(Mr Lawson) Shortly before. We try and got it as up to 

date as we can. 

300. On what assumption, then, about the exchange rate? 

Mr Lawson) The assumption about exchange rnte, if I 

remember rightly but Sir Terence Burns must give the detail, was 

that the exchange rate would not be greatly changed from its 

present level. 

And in dollar terms roughly 1.20? 

(S Peter Middleton) It is the effective rate. 

And the same effective rate as it is at the moment, 

roughly? 

(Mr Lawson) We did not assume or write in any dramatic 

change in the sterling-dollar alcchange rate. 

(0..r Tergage Burnsl To answer your question precisely:  

we cannot finalise the forecast until we have the results of the 

public expenditure exercise, so the ccrrect answer toyour question 

is something like the end of the week before the Auturm Statement. 

nr Freeman 

Could I ask you about asset sales. We have forecast 

next yenr in 3965/86 through privatisation programmes an increase 

of a bn in receipts and in terms of council house sales, another 

E430 m in terms of receipts. To what extent in both categories 

is this increased amount of receipts the result of financing 

pressure or are both these genuinely windfalls? 
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(Mr Lawson) In terms of the privatisation programme 

they are certainly our bast estimates of what we are going to got. 

I do not know what you mean by "financing pressure". 10 havo a 

continuing programme which we are pushing ahead with as fast as 

we can and thep±ratia,aaprogccrime SOO= to have had a geed (lay 

today, as far as I can make out., I think by the close of business 

last night they had had l minim applications for British Telecom 

shares and a lot more are coming in today and they are still 

counting. That, of course, is quite a key element in the years that 

we are talking about. Then there are other privatisation plans, of 

which you are well aware. andwhidb. I know you fully support, and 

they are very important. As I say, we are pushing ahead with a 

steady programme as fast as we practically can and our best estimate 

in a higher estimate for 1985/86 than we made at the time of the 

Nhite Paper. On council house sales, itUn 

more complicated there because there are three elements in that. 

There is, first of all, the number of houses which we think we can . 

sell; secondly, there is the priao we think they are going to fetch, 

and thirdly, there is the proportion that are financed privately 

through the building societies rathe2 than through local authority 

mortgages, which has no public expendla.are benefit. All the elements 

are in play but one of the elements here is that it now looks on the 

evidence as if the building societies are gains' to finance a higher 

proportion of council house sales than we had earlier envisaged, 

but these are our best estimates of what is going to happen. 

384. But you are saying these figures, RS it were, have been 

given to you, that the result of the 	t.o:. 

will produce E2-1- bn. It is not you saying, "I need r.1- bn next 

year not E2 bn. Accelerate the programme"? 
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(iir Lawson) We have obviously discussed this with other 

departments, sponsor departments. There is always pressure from 

the Treasury on the sponsor departments to get ahead with the 

privatisation programme, pressure from the Treasury on the Depart-

ment of the Environment to get ahead with the council house sales 

programme and provide the finance, but I would say by and large 

my colleagues do not need all that much prodding because they are 

enthusiastic supporters of these policies themselves. 

385. Could I ask a question about the public sector pay 

increases next year because the Autumn Statement assumes 3 per 

cent, in aggregate in public sector pay. Is that a target or a 

forecast? 

(ir Lawson) It is the pay fautor. It is the way we have 

operated for many years Low md it has not changed. The provision 

is given. The :departments are given provision for a 3 percent pay 

factor and they have to live within that. 

So it is a, target? 

Lawson) That is their budget. There is scope within 

that provision in various ways(andHr Scholar mould be hLppy to go 

into the detail if you wish) for an average increase in excess of the 

percentage given by the pay factor. 

it would be fair to say to the extent that settlements 

were higher than that civil selvants Wore literally pricing themselves 

out of the job. That would be the practical effect because these 

are liniU per department. 

Q4-4.jsawso0 Yes, it is a little bit more complicated than 

that but certainly,.ai7Leud,a_me do have a separate policy for Civil 

Service numbers, there is on tep of that an interaction between pay 
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and numbers. The problem that we face - and I do not lmow whether 

we have time to go into it; now is that wo have had nothing like 

the same reduction in the very much larger number of local authority 

employees that we have been able to secure within the Civil Service 

which is within our own control. 

388. How has this year turned out in comparison with the cm- 

*Parable forecast for last yam.? Was the provision adequate? 

Was the target correct? 

(11.1_1?els) Do we yet have the figures? 

(kkIsbagg) We have not got the figures yet but, as you 

will be aware, we had a pay factor of 3 percent built into the 

plans this year and there has been a Civil Sentice settlement 

somewhat above that figure. 

Chat-mmn 

339. Bow mach more? 

(Mr Solis:gm) The settlement was 

390. Fifty percent up. 

(1147.JI9hazal It was indeed above that figure. 

(Mr Lawson) One and a half percent, not fifty percent. 

Mr Fishel, 

391°A hundred and fifty percent. 

(Hr Lawson) The 1:11, is right because what is important is 

the public expenditure total, the total amount c)f pay for civil 

servants, not just the increase-- the total amount of pay. The total 

amount of pay has gone tip by aa axtra 1:11 percent. 

Chairman: We are clenr about the concept. Whether it is worrying 

or not we will have to consider. 
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Ea:Freeman 

392. I understand those figures. Let me come back to the basic 

question: taking into account the movement in numbers, what is your 

best estinnto of the outtuxn this year on the incroase in aggregate 

public sector pay in cash terms? Is it less than 41,'terce.a4.,? 

(Etkilnla.2) -Zo, we have not got an estimate at the moment 

of that element of the overall outturn. We are not yet at that stage 

in the year when we could sensibly produce an estimate of thiis 

element of the public expenditure planning total, but I can say that 

so far in the current year departments seem to be managing within the 

provision with which they began the year. There have not been, so 

far as I am aware, any Supplementary Estinates yet before the HOMO 

in relation to the pay Votes. 

Just to be clear about this, pay went up 4 :pumdehl•and the 

departments axe staying within a 3 percent aggregate cash increase? 

(Mr Scholnr) So fax. 

Ily third ami final question concerns local government current 

expenditure. Could you look at page 21 of the Autumn Statement? 

My question concerns the paragraph 2.27. The background is that 

each year in the Aut.= Statement there is an acknowledgement that, 

through pressures we are well mare of in local government current 

expenditure, additional provision has to be made not only for the 

current year but also for the next year. How, therefore, C.:-.)uld this 

Committee view the statement that, for 1984,05 cOmpared with 1985-86, 

in 1985-86 there would be a real reduction of 3 percent in local 

government current expenditure when, as I say, history has indicated 

that each year over-provision or additional provision is necessary? 

(pa? Lawson) I think we reckon that this is realistic 
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- much more realistic than in the past - but it is very difficult 

to be precisely certain about this for the reasons that have boon 

given hero, the reasons I gave in my introduction, that we have 

increased provision by a billion pounds or thereabouts and the 

shire counties, Who had a particular problem, have boon allewed an 

increase of something like 4.:„1 v;orcent, roughly in line with inflation. 

The problem has boon with a par4icular number of authorities and. 

these are now subjected to rate-capping; that was not in place before. 

That is why the expectation is that we will ho able to got that x.cdue-

tion in real terms. There is also the fact, of course, which relates 

to the earlier point I made, that of lecal authoritieet expenditure 

something like two-thirds in on pay and that is an amalgam of the 

rates of pay and also numbers. Local authorities certalnly have 

scope for reducing numbers as I indicated earlier. Finally there 

is the fact that the biggest element in the local authority expenditure 

is education and pupil numbers are on a declining trend. 

395, so to a certain extent the additional provision made for 

1985-86 of about a billion was the consequence of carefUlly rovicuiag 

the practical implications of rate-capping? 

(Mr Lalikostl)  And these other factors. 

And these other factors, and whom we come to look at the 

Autumn Statement 1985 we will have come to the end of these very 

significant additional provisions that have to -.)e made? 

(111: LaWS01?)  Wail  In 19e5 raw-capping will still be in - 

force. I am not quite sure I uaderstanu the point you are making. 

Rate-capping will still be in force then too. 

Yes, but you have made provision for 1985-36 in this Autumn 

State it for approxinately another billion for local authority current 

expenditure? 
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if that is, as you hint in your paracraph, almost entirely duo to 

your estimate of what mortgacp rates will be in the last quarter of 

1985? 

Mr liamsqp) 	That is certainly a major element in it, you. 

If you are anticipating no increase whatever in the mortgage 

rates from now, how does that square with your estinntes in other 

puUic spending parts of the Auturia Statement of s very substantial 

increase in the cost of interest on publio debt? 

(Mr Lawson) That is quite a different matter. 

They are both interest rates, Channellece. 

(Mr Lawson) We did have an exchange, I remember, across 

the floor of the House, Mr Uainwrieht, on this very point. 

But I had not then the advantage of this very interesting 

table of yours. 

(Mr Lawson) No, but you had the advantage of my answer, 

which really dealt withihe matter l I think I have got it here. 

What has happened is that interect rates have gone higher this year 

and particularly interest rates generally are higher this year than we 

had expected. We also now think they will be higher next year 

than we previously expected, so that goes up and the debt interest 

burden goes up as a result. Starting ream where we are now, however, 

we expected interest rates to be coming dawn, Is that clear? Because 

you see they have already gone up this years 

Er Wainwright: Yes. 

Chairman 

Is there not an apparent inoonuietency between the assumption 

you are nnking in the section on the martgage/housingcide, and the 

assumption you are making elsewhere in your statement? 
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(Mr Lawion) Wu, I do no so) it0 What ia the incon istoncy? 
k 

Chairman: The reason Mr Wainwright mentioned . Wu nay woll be 

wrong, but it Ou0110 to uu there waa claw incensiotency. 

Mr Wainwright 

4050 There does aeon to mo to be an en=mous drop — your forecast 

goes frcAu a 1* per cent. annual rata of increase in this axzma% 

quarter of thin present year down to a Me=0 4 per cont, c'xlaual 

rate of increase next year, and I still find it difficult to 

reconcile that. 

(hr Lawson) W.)11, the PT' changes dopmding an which months — 

the mortgage impace on RPI changes can be very considerable. This ie 

not the only factor but porhaps if you wou3d liku to go into details 

I an aura Sir Terence would be happy to enlielt(Alyeu. 

It would be helpful. 

(Sir Terence Burns) I think the difficulty you are having 

in seing the consisti0ncy of thee° figures is partly because of the 

way in which the mortgage rate affects the RPI The fact that we have 

the 110 per cent figura in the fourth quarter of 1984 reflects 

the relative position of the mortgze rate in the fourth quarter of 

1984 relative to the fourth quarter of 1963G  The figure for 

the 1985 fourth quartr reflects the ex:looted level of th mortgage 

rate in the fourth quartzx of 1985 relative to the fourth quarter of 

1984. The fact that the "4" is a good deal less than the "10? 

haL got nuch to do with the extent to which the vartgage rate in the 

fourth quarter of this year is highol,  thin it was in the fainni quarter 

of 1983, and you cannot deduo, from that any inoonaistency with 

the levels of debt interst paynonts0 I can assure you that they are 

totally consistent. 

Well, it would be very interesting, without doubting your 
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aunuranco9  if we could have the break down of the figurs2  uo that 

there ia aomothing rather more concroto to go on. 

(Mr  Lawaen)  You would like a note on this poiab, would you? 

4080 Yes. 

(Mr Lawson)  Wa will let you have a not on this pninto 

(Sir Terenco Burns) Also can I oriphanise of ceuree that 

we wera diacusaingAll I Win here on Monday th comparison you were 

making between the expentations nt 	timo of the Budget and the 

expectations now, That does not eU uo anythiIng about the level 

in 1985-36 compared to the loyal in. 1984,85, Tho Chancellcr has 

auggost6d the numbers hero are quite conaintent with a low 1,1vel of 

interont ratea in 1985-86 than with 1984-850 

409 	It the vary least then are we entitled to derive from than) 

figures that you aro ansaming that there iu to be no rise in the mortgage 

rate at all from now to and inclacling the laot crutxtor of 1985? There 

must have been an ansumption madeo 

(ng_Laws2n)  That is righto 

(Sir Terence Burns) Yana UG aro not expecting th,,,  

mortgage rata in the fourth quartor of 1985 to be higher thraI the 

average in the fourth quarter of 1984. In fact we would expect 

it to be lower, 

Chairman: Thank you, I think it would be helpful if we could 

have a note on that particular poi1rt.0 

Mr Wainwrigwb 

410. luring a rawnt debate on the floor of the Wouoe on un.tAuployment 

you gave the House the vary interoating and uuefal calculution that no 

daub; in approximate tormu the 3 per canto reduction in real wagon would 

tend to raiso employment by about 200,0000 BUO3USQ nobody queationod you 

at the time, can I ask you now whether you were spooking of 200,000 
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more full time jobs, ar did your estinate include a lot of part 

time jobs? 

(Mr Lawson) My ostinate was about jobs based on our 

experience of the economy — it was not specifically abaxo full tine 

jobs. 

411. Az.e you happy that when un-Inploynont figures are so crucial:, 

both for the Tir,%.al.tury itself an for the public at largos  there in 

sufficient clear differentiation betwen increases in full tine 

jobs and ilia:eases in part time jobs, some of whioh may be very part 

tale indeed? 

(Mr Laws212) Nos  I do not think owe of then are "very part 

time indeed but I think the point is really this: what I was 

seeking to show is that the relationship there is (and it builds up 

over tine) lntween cl..anges in r,a1 waguss  average real woes, and 

changes in the level of employments  and there is a very clear connection 

and a very clear relaAonship, I think you discussed this with 

Sir Terence Burns on Mondays  and as I indicated at the end of 

my opening renairks, I hope to publish some further work on this in 

duo courses  fairly soon. There is a very clear rolationship and I 

felt it night be helpful to the House if I were to indim,te in 

very general terns the order of magnitude and that is what I 

was doing. It is impossible to be absolutely procises  and to say how 

this was going to break down betwn full tia, jobs and part times  

but if you accept (and I think most people do accept this) that there is 

this relationship between ray and jobs, then I do think that 

conclusions follow frus that as 1̀-:,*) what is going to be necessary 

if we have to have a cLoiti:;:ci:; change in the trend of unmployuente 

• 
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Chairman 

Chancellor, this in clearly a vary impartant i0S119, not least 

for those who are unemployed. You said it in general terns, but the 

Statement as I recollect it wan that a I per cent0  reduction in real 

wages would tend to raise emplcwnemt by about 200,000. Thaw in clearly 

a tremendous dfference in whether that 200,000 is full time jobn 

or half tine. If it is all half tine jobs, the full tine equivalent 

in only 100, What we aro saying in are you saying you have 

made an estimate of 200,000 full time ar full time equivalents? 

(Er Lawson) It is based really on the mix of the economy 

as it is at the yresent time. 

The proportiono amthe same as the present proportion between 

full and part tine jobn. 

(Mr Lawson). 	Broadly speaking. 

We do not have any figuren for that, do we? 

(Mr Lawson) Well, you do, yes. We do have figures for 

that. I think it in an hapartant subject. I think you are 

absolutely right, Er Chairman, and that is why I shall be publishing 

this more detailed work on thin subject in due course, which Sir Terence 

Burns and his econapints have been working on, and I do not know whether 

you would like to ask him any further qtautions now, but this will 

be published, and it will be available for everybody to discuss. I 

think it is a very important point, 

Er Wainwright 

Since Chancellor you make no secrete at all of attaching no 

much importance to the level of real wages, and you gave thin calculation 

to the House not jun-4 as an academic nugget, haw do you see thin 

reduction in real wooer.; coming about, or how would you like it to 

COM about? By what; mechanisn? 
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(Mr Lawson) I would like to see it coming about by removing 

the impediments to the effect working of the labour market. 

416. Could. you. enlarge on that? That in itself is a rather 

generalised reply. 

(htlawson) Well, there is a whole range of facr4c,:s which 

put impeelinents in the way of the efficient working of the labour 

market at the present tine. The trade union legialation is one 

of the ways in which we have changed things, but thereazealso 

the changes that we havo made in the Itployment Protection Late 

There are other matters which are under examination at the present 

time. 
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There is also the abolition of the national insurance surcharge 

which I introduced in the Budget this year which, of course, 

only cane into effect on 1st October,which is only a few weeks 

ago, and it has not really had its full effect yet on the labour 

market. 

Mr Howell 

Chancellor, you seem to be ignorin[; the fact that 

supplementary and social security levels affect this matter? 

(Dr Lawson) Yes, I should not have ignored them. 

The relationship between pay in work and pay out of work is very 

important, of course, and that is one of the main reasons why we 

introduced the liability to unemployment benefit supplementary 

being eligible for tax in the 1982 Budget. There was a further 

change in supplementary benefit, as you know, which was announced 

at the time of the Autumn Statement this year. 

But there are still masses of people who are better off 

out of work than in work, which I am sure you will recognise? 

(Mr Lawson) It is a little bit late, subject to the 

Chairmants views, to embark on that subject again this afternoon. 

Chairman 

I think this is one we have touched on previously. 

(Mr Lawson) I seem to recall it. 

Hr Bldgen 

Chancellor, you talk about the need to reduce real 

wages. 

(ELlarms) I have not actually said that. I said the 

need to have a lower increase in real wages or even a zero increase 

in average real wages. I have never talked about an actual 

reduction in wage rates. 
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A reduction in the rate of increase? 

(Mr Lawson) Yes. 

Chairman. 

I thought the Statement with regard to the 200,000 

was referring to a reduction of real wages. Was that wronr? 

(Lis,S___iawsail) Nos  compared with what would otherwise happen 

to real wages, that is to says  if they WOTO going up by 3 per cent. 

If they only went up by 2 per cent instead of 3 per cent. that 

would be the effect When it is fully worked through. 

Mr Budgen 

Ellt are there net dangers ia talking like that, particularly 

for a Tory, because OUT party has been the party of a most rigid 

and authoritarian control of wages by statute and does it net give 

the impression that we ar.! preparing the ground for some form of 

statutory wage control? . 

(Mr Lawson) No9  you know me well enough to knew that 

nothing would be further fro mmy mina.. I do not know anybody who 

has thought this Government is lying the ground for that. The 

arguments against a statutory pay policy are so many and so 

powerful that we have no intention whatever of going along that 

route and, indeed, I think experience 010WO the force of those 

arguments. 

It certainly might be misunderstood by some employees, 

might it not, because they see pe—erful people like you saying 

how pleased the establishment is that company liquidity has risen 

greatly and that companies are in a good position to invest? 

Is not an employee going to say, "We have had a rotten time for a 

few years. We are hoping to do a bit betters  and that is what 

we think one of the advantages of free markets is"? 
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(Ar Lawson) In a free economy an employee is entitled to 

say anything and different employees, different workers, will get 

different sorts of pay increases. The is perfectly sensible and 

right in a free economy, depending on the demand for the partiaalar 

kind of work and the particular sorts of skills involved, 1-,eb it is 

quite wrong to say to workers, that is to say, those in work, who 

might get a wage increase or X or Y that they hare had a rough 

time. They have not. Real wages have been going up steadily., 

The people who have had a hard time are the people who have lost 

their jobs altogether and are unemployed. I fail to see the logic 

of compensating those who are in work for the suffering of the 

unemployed. 

It might give the impression, though, that you were trying 

to talk wages down on behalf of the employers, might it not? 

(ifir Lawson)  -2.b, I think my remarks are addressed to 

employers. 

Are not employers entitled to say to you there are a 

number of things that you can do to increase the mobility of labour 

and you are very coy about it. 

(kLx:jaysar2) Go on. 

The Rent hot - 	are coy aLout that, are you not, 

Chancellor? 

(p.s...1awsen) I do not know about bein,7 coy about that. 

It is perfectly true that we have not abolished rent control. 

I think we have increased mobility very considerably in another 

area of housing by the policy of council house sales, because 

obviously the man who owns his house is more mobile than the 

one who is a tenant. In the private rented sector I think there is 

a problem. So long as the is the fear in some peoplels minds - 
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and I agree it is a gradually receding one, but so long as the fear 

is still there that there may one day be a Labour government 

which would impose rigid rent control, then people are unlikel7 

to invest their money inpriv,terented property. 

Chancellor, we all know the various things that cr,n be 

done to increase the mobility of the labour market. There is no 

point in going down the checklist with you. 

(k_Istmon) We are doing these things, as I say. 

Vhere have you made a speech in which you have said if 

the key priority of our society is rapidly to reduce unemployment 

without reflation, there are a numher of specific areas of policy 

which ought to be adjusted, whether it is the Rent Act, the 

wages oouncils, the nationnl insurance charges, the Redundancy 

Payments Act, all those things? ',Mere have you made a speech in 

which you have tried to mobiline support against these various 

rigidities? 

Oklazzl) Mx Budgen, let me say two things. First of 

all, there are a number of measures we have already taken, on the 

national insurance surcharge, on council house sales and so on and 

so forth, and they have improved mobility. I have made speeches 

saying that but they do not attract a g.eat deal of attention 

because people are not particularly interested, I think, in that 

aspect of our economic policy, Important thcagh it is. Also, a 

lot of the measures to encourage business start-ups are an attempt.  

to create a more fienible narket by having a stronger new business, 

small business, sector. All those things I talk about. As for 

talking about things that we at the present time may be discussing.  

among ourselves collectively but have not reached conclusions about 

it is a little bit odd coming from you when you began this by giving 

me a lecture on Cabinet Government. 

• 
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Fir Budgon: No, I will not be so impertinent as to reverse 

roles with you to answer your questions. 

Chairmen 

430. Chancellor, I think you should not assume automatic-21y 

that questions designed to find out your views are ones whcere we 

necessarily accept the implied assumptions or their base. I want 

to tie up two loose ends which still remain to be cleared before 

we finish. We did have some discussions with Sir Terrace and 

Mr Scholar earlier in the week on the question of Ibctornal Financing 

Limits for the nationalised industries and one of them was with 

regard to the water industry, where I think we were concerned at 

the speed with which you were proposing te raise the rate of return 

In that particular industry.,  We were not sure on which basis the 

capital was being calculated, whether on a replacement cost or 

an historic cost basis. We understand that it was, in fact, being 

calculated on a replacement cost basis. Could you, nonetheless, 

tell 1111 vhat rate of return you intend to get from the water 

industry under the new policy calculf.,ts,1  on the historic cost 

basis? 

(IUE_Lpwson) I could not tell you. Maybe WO could 

provide that but I do not think it is 'f the slightest intereat. 

All that a historic cost tolls you is how much inflation there 

has been Over the period of the lifetime of the asset. That is 

all that tells you. It is interesting for some purposes but not for 

setting appropriate returns for the water industry or, indeed, for 

the price of water. 
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I -nought it was worthwhile clarifying that particular 

point. We shall no doubt look forwmd to the Inland. Revenue adopting 

a similar principle so fan as replacement cost is concerned. Lot us 

leave it on one side. Could I just clear one other point: you 

stressed throughout your AutuFn Statement the iact that public 

expenditure has been held within the planned 1985-86 White Paper limit. 

Nonetheless, it would appear that the estimates for asset sales, 

which I think havo boon referred to earlier, have boon raised by 

nearly a billion pounds. 

(pr .La ii 	I on sorry, may I say on the Revenue point 

to make it clear that the Revenue is in a totally different business. 

Yho Revenue is in the business of collecting whatever tax it is 

necessary to collect on a basis that is certain. The only thine 

that is absolutely cox-Lain clearly is the historic cost, so it has 

to bo based on that. But if you were to allow people to revalue 

their assets to whatever they felt like and base their tax bill on 

that, it mould load to a cortain amount of arbitrariness in the 

system of tax collection which would not really be consistent with 

good govornment. 

It is equally arbitrary to revalue the assets of the water 

authorities in calculating the rate of return they are getting on 

capital investmont. I think we are probably going too broadly. 

(q#Pe:erlilisidloton) No. 

1,,-.4= julA putting. t, ;jou 4Lat 	you havo majntained in 

your earlier statements that the planning total for 1905-86 has 

beaa hold within the White Paper limit and I was going on to say, 

before you came in a moment or two ago, that nonotholess the estimates 

for asset sales have been raised by nearly a billion pounds Lad, of 
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course, additional council house sales and the removal of the 

national insurance surcharge haw benefited the depa.L 	ments by 

about half a billion pounds and. gloss debt interest estimates 

have boon increased by a billion pounds or so to 167;- billion. 

Would it not therefore be true to say that, if one looks at the 

picture broadly, there has bean a significant increase in public 

expenditure over tho original proposals? 

(flr Lamsep) No. On the two naia points, on the tax side 

it is perfectly true that departments have had less to pay by may 

of nationalinsurance surcharge and this was docked off them, but 

one has to take into account also that as a result of Budget chcncos 

they have had more to pay in VAT and also Corporation Tax. 

So it seemed, taking all these together, that it was reasonable to 

stick to the White Paper figure which was 132.1 billion and have 

that as the sort of target within which we wanted to get. 

As for the asset sales, the privatisation sales as lir Freeman pointed 

out, and council house sales, those axe higher, yes, indeed; but the 

convention has not changed. It has been in operation for as long as 

I can remember, and certainly before this Government came into office, 

and just as acquisitions of assets add to the public expenditure, 

sales of assets reduce public expenditnre. But it is, of course, 

equally true that in many mays the nature of this reduction in 

public expenditure in economic terms is different from the nature 

of a reduction in public expenditure in other mays. It could well 

be very different. This, as 1 saa is taken into account in 

setting the appropriate borrowing requirement when it comes to the 

time of the Budget. So we do take all this into account and I did 

this year. But, although it is not true to say that the impact of 
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4 asset sales is difforunt from the impact of other expenditure 

accounts, to say, as it were, these asset sales have no economic 

effect, no monetary effect at all, would be wholly wrong and, 

therefore, it is wholly wrong just to disregard them. 

Chairman Chancellor, we would like to thank you and yrrar 

colleggues very much indeed for the evidence you have given us. 

We obviously need to consider very carefully the various points which 

have been made and the answers you have given. We would be grateful 

for the notes which have been mentioned in the course of our dis—

cussion. As you know, we hope to produce a report within the no 

week or so. Thank you very nada indeed for coming this afternoon. 
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You will want to see the report by the Treasury Committee 

(which I hope we may see on Monday) before deciding on the 

final shape of your speech for Thursday's debate. 

2. Meanwhile, we have put together some building blocks 

on the areas you thought you might wish to cover anyway. We 

have not attempted at this stage to weld them into a continuous 

speech, since your office thought it would be most helpful 

to let you have as much material as possible for your return 

from Paris. The main building blocks (some of which are at 

present much too long) include: 

a short introductory passage with the usual courtesies 

to the Treasury Committee; 

a passage about the Autumn Statement and the main 

themes of policy: this is largely taken from your 

opening remarks to the Treasury Committee; 

an international passage, dealing with the world 

economy, the US and international debt: this is 

rather on the long side but can easily be shortened; 
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a passage on the markets and interest rates; • 
NEDC and the return of the TUC; 

a passage on supply side, picking out some of the 

points from the forthcoming EPR Supplement; 

the success of the BT flotation and privatisation 

generally: this can be looked at again on Monday 

in the light of fuller information; 

an all purpose piece on public expenditure. 

a reprise of the real pay and jobs issue; 

3. 	I understand that Mr Lilley is working on a passage on 

the Opposition fallacies which he plans to let you have after 

—Lt.t.A.L.a. the weekend. 
o‘att 

LL 4i 
possible interventions, I am also attaching 

the notes Mr Faulkner prepared on student grants for the 

Treasury Committee hearing. I have also commissioned defensive 

material for next week on the other issues you mentioned: 

Mr Walker's Macmillan lecture; root and branch substantiation 

of the comparisons with the last Labour Government which you 

used in the Queen's Speech debate; the pressure for lower 

employers' NICs; and (in case Mr Budgen returns to the charge) 

the milk super-levy. 

5. 	As a separate matter, Mr Scholar is arranging for the 

preparation of the speaking notes and background briefs for 

the Chief Secretary which his office commissioned yesterday. 

(Mr Broadbent's minute of 29 November to Mr Scholar). 

A M W BATTISHILL 

it;L.tua j  4. To cover 
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You will want to see the report by the Treasury Committee 

(which I hope we may see on Monday) before deciding on the 

final shape of your speech for Thursday's debate. 

2. Meanwhile, we have put together some building blocks 

on the areas you thought you might wish to cover anyway. We 

have not attempted at this stage to weld them into a continuous 

speech, since your office thought it would be most helpful 

to let you have as much material as possible for your return 

from Paris. The main building blocks (some of which are at 

present much too long) include: 

a short introductory passage with the usual courtesies 

to the Treasury Committee; 

a passage about the Autumn Statement and the main 

themes of policy: this is largely taken from your 

opening remarks to the Treasury Committee; 

an international passage, dealing with the world 

economy, the US and international debt: this is 

rather on the long side but can easily be shortened; 
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a passage on the markets and interest rates; 

NEDC and the return of the TUC; 

a passage on supply side, picking out some of the 

points from the forthcoming EPR Supplement; 

the success of the BT flotation and privatisation 

generally: this can be looked at again on Monday 

in the light of fuller information; 

an all purpose piece on public expenditure. 

a reprise of the real pay and jobs issue; 

_ Lz , 

I understand that Mr Lilley is working on a passage on 

the Opposition fallacies which he plans to let you have after 

the weekend. 

To cover possible interventions, I am also attaching 

the notes Mr Faulkner prepared on student grants for the 

Treasury Committee hearing. I have also commissioned defensive 

material for next wcek on the other issues you mentioned: 

Mr Walker's Macmillan lecture; root and branch substantiation 

of the comparisons with the last Labour Government which you 

used in the Queen's Speech debate; the pressure for lower 

employers' NICs; and (in case Mr Budgen returns to the charge) 

the milk super-levy. 

As a separate matter, Mr Scholar is arranging for the 

preparation of the speaking notes and background briefs for 

the Chief Secretary which his office commissioned yesterday. 

(Mr Broadbent's minute of 29 November to Mr Scholar). 

A M W BATTISHILL 
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AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE: CHANCELLOR'S DRAFT OPENING SPEECH • 
I beg to move: 

[That this House...] 

Mr Speaker, this is the third occasion in the past six weeks 

on which the House has been able to debate the progress of 

the economy. 

I make no complaint about that. Quite the contrary. I welcome 

the opportunity this provides for the House to consider the 

Statement I made on 12 November, and to acknowledge the 

undoubted success of this Government's economic strategy in 

bringing about firm economic recovery. 

A success which is there for all to see in four years of steady 

economic growth, with continuing low inflation, and despite 

the still tragically high level of unemployment, an encouraging 

rise in new jobs over the last 18 months. 

And a success which owes much to our resolution in tackling 

the problem of continually rising public expenditure, in 

reducing the share of national income absorbed by the public 

sector, and in freeing resources for more productive use by 

private enterprise. In a word, Mr Speaker, in providing private 

enterprise with the room to breathe. 

This year's Autumn Statement provides further proof, if proof 

is needed, that those policies are working and will succeed. 

Mr Speaker, I shall have more to say about these matters in 

a little while. 

But, first, I should like to pay tribute to the Chairman of 

the Treasury and Civil Service Committee, my rt hon Friend, 

the Member for Worthing, and to the members of his Committee 

for the expedition with which they have conducted their enquiry 

into the Autumn Statement. 
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I know my rt hon Friend will not take it amiss if I say I 

do not find myself wholly:  in agreement with every word of 

the Committee's report. He would perhaps be surprised - and 

some members of his Committee might even be disappointed - 

if that were not so. 

Nevertheless, I am sure the whole House is grateful to the 

rt hon Gentleman and to the Committee for managing to ensure 

that we have the benefit of their report in time for this 

debate. 



AUTUMN STATEMENT 

The Treasury Committee can, of course, justly claim something 

of a proprietory interest in the Autumn Statement. For it 

was in response to an earlier report from that Committee that 

my rt hon Friend, the Foreign Secretary, when he was Chancellor, 

presented the first Autumn Statement to the House in 

November 1982. 

This year's Statement is then only the third of its kind. And 

as a relative newcomer 	 it will no doubt 

evolve over time as further improvements are made to it. But 

already I believe the Autumn Statement has come to be regarded 

as a most worthwhile addition to our affairs, providing the 

House with the kind of information it requires if it is properly 

to discharge those responsibilities which it has in relation 

to the conduct of our economic and financial affairs. 

This year's Autumn Statement, like its predecessors, brought 

together a number of announcements which fall to be made at 

this time of the year. Its particular value, as I know many 

hon Members recognise, is that it allows the public spending 

plans for the year ahead to be set in the context of a fresh 

economic forecast. 

But as the House also understands it is not an occasion for 

a general re-statement or updating of economic strategy. That 

is primarily for the Budget. Let there be no misunderstanding 

over what that implies. The Government's overall objectives 

and strategy are unchanged. We are determined to continue 

to bring down inflation and create the conditions which enable 

progress to be made in also bringing down unemployment. 

We continue to make better progress on inflation than mos* 

commentators have expected, and this downwatd pressure shoull 

continue over the coming year. Although the forecasts L:1 

the Autumn Statement do not foresee much of a change in th 

inflation rate over the twelve months, we would still hav 

achieved a significant period when inflation has been below 

1/ 
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5 per cent. This was scarecely imaginable 5 years ago. But 

now expectations are adjusting to this much lower rate of 

inflation, providing the basis for yet further progress on 

inflation that our policies are designed to achieve. 

We continue to hear it said that the years since 1981 have 

been a period of weak recovery. But a closer examination 

of the figures shows that the pace of recovery of output has, 

indeed, been far from weak. 

If growth in 1985 turns out as expected then the economy will 

have grown since 1981 by almost 12 per cent. This is very 

respectable by past standards. 

It more than matches the growth of output during the previous 

recovery period from 1975 to 1979. 

We shall no doubt hear from the rt hon Gentleman the Member 

for Sparkbrook that there has been no recovery, that it is 

simply a figment of our imagination, because unemployment 

remains high. 

Of course unemployment is too high. Of course, every Member 

of this House wants to see it lower. But only the 

rt hon Gentleman could persuade himself that 4 years of recovery 

is a complete illusion. The House knows better than that. 

Why then has unemployment turned out higher than expected? 

As I told the Treasury and Civil Service Committee, the first 

reason is that on average the growth of output has been matched 

by equivalent growth in productivity - an improvement we 

have been seeking for years, and not something now to lament. 

The fact is that our productivity growth has been faster than 

expected, particularly after the disappointing perfor 

in the 1970s. Second, the labour force has grown by more  

than anyone expected, particularly women in part-tim,-? 

employment. This is not a new trend but nor can it simply 

be ignored as a factor in explaining the unemployment figures. 
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I The House has heard me say before that the level of unemployment would have been improved if real wages had grown less rapidly. 

There is no point in hon Members opposite closing their eyes 

to this. Real wages in this country have been growing at 

a rate similar to the overall growth in output. If real wages 

had grown less rapidly the level of output would have been 

higher. And the ratio of employment to output would also 

have been higher. 

[See separate passage on pay and jobs if more is needed.] 

I do not want to labour the point today. It is a simple enough 

truth. Those who choose to ignore it do no service to those 

who cannot find work because those who have a job are keeping 

wages too high. 

Nor can we ignore the world background, and the fact that 

recovery in some parts of the world has been slow. However, 

the outtook is distinctly better. Let me remind the House 

of the opening sentence to the Autumn Statement 

/World economy. 
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411 World Economy 

[Even those Hon Members who, regrettably, did not read it all 

through at a sitting may have read the opening sentence of this 

year's Autumn Statement. This stated that:] 

"1984 looks like being the best year since 1976 for growth 

in world output and trade". 

We have been seeing output in the main industrial countries 

rising this year at 5% - faster than any year since the mid-

Seventies. World trade has been rising by almost double that. 

But, in contrast to other periods of recovery, we are not 

experiencing a resurgence of inflationary pressures. 

The growing interdependence of the international community, 

in an era of mixed exchange rates systems, has been accompanied 

by the development of a growing consensus on the stance of macro-

economic policies. We are seeing some of the fruits of that 

joint approach this year. We now need to consolidate the 

position. 

Fiscal deficits in most major countries, though still more than 

double the average of the 1970s, seem set to fall for the first 

time since 1979. At the London Summit, and at the subsequent 

Bank and Fund meetings in Washington this autumn, a recurrent_ 

further theme was the need for adaptability: domestically 3nd 

externally. This was seen as a critical factor in achieving 

sustained growth. 



In international terms this means above all restraining 

protectionism. At the IMF meeting, the Managing Director spoke 

of protectionist measures poisoning the trading climate and 

weakening the fabric of international economic and political 

co-operation as a whole. The challenge here is not just to 

resist protectionism but to push forward with negotiations for 

further liberalisation in the framework of the GATT. 

I shall say something a little later about the measures we have 

been taking to restructure our own economy. But I make this 

general point now. The most important contribution we can make 

to the health of the world economy must be sound domestic 

policies. The sad history of concerted action programmes, 

locomotive theories and all the rest in the 1970s, shows how 

erroneous it can be to imagine that unsound domestic actions 

can help the world provided we all act irresponsibly together. 

US policies  

A further major element in sustained recovery, perhaps the most 

visible of all, is the level of interest rates. And here the 

economic prospect in the United States is of major relevance. 

There has been much academic debate about factors contributIng 

to the historically high level of real interest rates at the 

present time. Some believe that at least part of the explanatIon 

is persisting inflationary expectations and the degree of 

volatility in the financial markets. However undoubtedly the 



predominant factor - and this view is widely held, not only 

110 in Europe but in the United States - is the size of the US Budget 

deficit in relation to US domestic savings. The resulting upward 

pressure on interest rates has inevitably, leaving aside any 

safe haven considerations, also led to a sharp rise in the value 

of the dollar. The counterpart to the capital inflows financing 

the US Budget deficit is a substantial US current account deficit 

- of the order of $100 billion a year. The United States will 

soon become a net international debtor. It could fairly quickly 

become the world's largest debtor. 

These sort of imbalances can continue in the United States for 

much longer than they could in any other country. But that 

the world's wealthiest economy should be a persistent large 

borrower of capital from the rest of the world is not a 

sustainable position. It is neither healthy for the international 

community nor for the US. US growth, and the large US trade 

deficit, has, it is often claimed, had positive effects. But 

we cannot be immune to US interest rates: and the traffic in 

financial transactions is increasingly extensive and can be 

undertaken more rapidly. So we have also had to contend with 

a protracted adverse effect on our interest rate levels and 

growth prospect quite apart from the underlying problem of 

sustainability. 

Shortly before the Presidential election Congress reach.7,d 

agreement on a $150bn downpayment reduction in the fiscal deficit. 

President Reagan has made clear that longer term plans to cut 

the deficit further will be announced when the 1986 budget is 

presented in January next year. Public debate and speculation 

-3 



about the coverage of this package is already in full swing 

410 and I shall not add to it today. 

If a significant reduction is achieved, the effect on demand, 

and slow down of inflationary expectations could be expected 

over time to lead to reinforcement of the recent modest cut 

in interest rates which the US authorities judged could 

responsibly be made. Alongside that one could expect some easing 

of dollar levels. There has been concern expressed in recent 

days about the US economy falling imminently into recession. 

I see little evidence to support such a view at this stage. But 

a soft landing would of course be an infinitely preferable outcome 

to either a precipitate or forced landing or indeed to a process 

of circling the landing strip in a mood of growing anxiety. 

And it would also make a major contribution to easing the problem 

of international debt. 



[ International debt  

it would like to say a little:more at this stage about the debt 

problem. I have no doubt that the strategy adopted has been 

broadly right. But there are elements in it which we need to 

develop further. 

The origins of the problem can be put quite briefly. First, 

there was too much borrowing, with an over-reliance on bank 

finance. Second, a period of sharply reduced economic activity, 

with a high dollar and rising real interest rates, put great 

strains on the ability of many countries to service their current 

debt. Third, we saw a loss of confidence in borrowers' underlying 



creditworthiness. 
id& 

The strategy has responded to each factor. Developing countries 

have cut back their borrowing, typically on the basis of 

adjustment programmes devised by the IMF. Second, as I said 

earlier, there has been a strong resumption of growth. Thirdly 

we have seen the beginnings of a return in confidence - and 

with it a willingness, through debt rescheduling, to give 

adjusting countries a real breathing space. 

More adjustment is still needed in some cases if debtor countries 

are fully to regain the confidence not only of the outside world 

but also of their own people. A huge volume of potential 

investment has been lost to the debtor countries by the flight 

of capital from their own residents. As my new Canadian colleague 

said in his first Fund statement, governments of debtor nations 

have this additional incentive to persist with their policies: 

if they are successful they will attract investment that will 

reinforce their efforts. 

However the form of those flows is also important. Over-reliance 

on commercial bank finance in the past brought problems for 

borrowers and lenders. One of the legacies has been the need 

for banks to adopt a higher level of provisioning and add to 

capital resources. 

There is another moral to be drawn. The need in the fut-re 

must be to supplement or substitute for hank finance. Banking 

flows will remain important. But flows from outside the banking 

sector should gradually become more prominent. 

5 
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In the decade after 1973, bank lending to debtor countries doubled 

as a proportion of total borrowing. But the rate of increase 

of direct investment grew at a much slower rate. There are 

indications that a number of debtor countries have asked 

themselves whether past inhibitions on such investment are really 

justified. 

A resumption of direct investment, as traditionally understood, 

is not the only form of private financial flow which we need 

to encourage. Some debtors are beginning to contemplate returning 

to the bond market. We need to even out the hump in debt 

repayment ahead in a variety of ways: to devise new instruments 

to bring stable capital to countries whose underlying resources 

are often so abundant. 

We need also to encourage further co-financing arrangements 

of the kind already undertaken by the World Bank. If some of 

the capital at present attracted to the United States does in 

due course move elsewhere it may need to be helped on its way 

in this and other ways. Some countries suffering emergency 

conditions will of course continue to rely on aid from overseas, 

including aid for famine relief or special adjustments. 

At the London Summit we proposed that finance ministers should 

set up an intensive discussion of international financial issues 

of particular concern to developing countries within the framework 

of the established international institutions. As Hon Members 

will know, the Interim and Development Committpes responded 

to this initiative by their decision to hold special meetings 

6 



in April of next year and I look forward to a wide ranging debate, 

410 covering amongst others some of the ideas I have touched on 
this afternoon, at that time. 

But I come back to this point. Success in tackling international 

debt is closely linked with the pace of world economic recovery. 

The biggest single contribution to easing the debt problem which 

could be made over the next year or so would be developments 

of US policies which could lead to lower dollar and world interest 

rates. 

I conclude these remarks on the external background to the Autumn 

Statement by a comment on the time scale of the several forms 

of adjustment I have mentioned. 

In a recent lecture Alexandre Lamfalussy stressed the importance 

of carrying out monetary targeting in a medium term perspective. 

He linked this with the fact that the financial systems in many 

western industrial countries are "to varying degrees caught 

up in three interconnected evolutionary processes: one of 

innovation and deregulation; one of growing internationalisation; 

and lastly one of disinflation". I agree with that comment. 

But I would go further. More effective multilateral surveillance 

by the Fund also, I have argued, requires a medium term timescale. 

And so does the shift in financing arrangements for debtor 

countries, about which I spoke just 

- 7 - 



Market developments  

Interest rates are now back on a downward trend. As I predicted 

at the time, July's sharp rise in rates was quickly reversed, 

as markets came to recognise the soundness of our monetary stance. 

This confidence helped to stabilise market interest rates in 

October, when a variety of other factors were all exerting upward 

pressure. When these pressures eased in early November, market 

and base rates fell to levels more in keeping with our stated 

monetary objectives. So recent experience has done nothing to 

shake my belief that maintaining sound monetary conditions is 

the only way to secure lower interest rates in the future. 

2. Sterling continues to be affected by the strength of the dollar 

and by continuing uncertainty in the world oil market, but recent 

base rate reductions have been absorbed without difficulty, further 

evidence of market confidence in our monetary stance. 



194/49 

NEDC 

As the House will know, the National Economic Development 

Council met yesterday. This was the first meeting since 

June and the first meeting since February to be attended 

by the TUC. I welcome their decision to return to the 

Council. Whatever the differences may be between the 

members, it must be right for us all to discuss together 

the economic issues facing the country. One benefit will 

be that we shall restart the work on new jobs. That was 

initiated a year ago when the TUC and I each contributed 

papers on this vital subject. It is one part of the 

Council's overall concern with improving the performance 

of the economy on a sustainable basis. But all members 

arc agreed on its importance and the need to make progresss 

on it. 

I do not of course imagine that NEDC will have access 

to some quick acting remedy for unemployment denied to 

others. Nor do I see the aim of the exercise as agrePing 

on some old fashioned deal or dramatic action plan. But 

co-operation between all the members of NEDC can holn 

in two main ways. First the Council needs to be aliv 

and well if the vitality of the Economic Development 

Committees which do valuable work on improving th.-

performance of individual industries is to be maintain.H. 

Secondly the members of NEDC, who of course all have their 



policy priorities and separate responsibilities, can find 

areas where they can influence each other. This influence 

can affect actions taken outside the Council which in 

turn affect the economy and the prospects for jobs. [A 

notable example is the way in which businesses and employees 

adjust to the Government's macro-economic policies.] My 

conviction that the ability of the Government on its own 

to create durable jobs is limited is well known. It is 

precisely because of that conviction that I value the 

NEDC and the exchanges it makes possible. 

[We discussed yesterday proposals from the CBI and TUC 

to making NEDC more effective. We did not agree on all 

points, but there was a useful amount of common ground 

and I e,(1),(:-  improvement t 	follow. We also discussed 

the Autumn Statement and the contribution that tax policy 

can make to increasing employment. At later meetings 

we shall move on to other major policy questions relevant 

to employment and training. These have always been natural 

subjects for NEDC because they involve interaction between 

Government, business and unions. But they are even more 

important now. 1_7 
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AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE: SUPPLY SIDE 

'ow  5r,,„ 	an economy which is competitive and 

dynamic. Competitive so that we can sell our goods and services. Dynamic so that we 

can take advantages of new technology, create new products and market them 

properly. At the end of the day economic performance must depend on the 

competitiveness and dynamism of the private sector and on encouraging and nurturing 

a genuine spirit of enterprise. 

This has required a major change in direction. And a new respect for the risk-taking 

in our society. But both are essential for the long term health of the economy. 

This Government has done its part to free the private sector from unnecessary 

shackles. Let me remind the House of the controls ve have abolished. Over pay and 

prices. Over foreign exchange, dividends, hire purchase and bank balance sheets. And 

physical controls on industry have been removed. 

We have tackled distortions on economic choice. 

Distortions imposed by the tax system. 	changes in corporation tax, along 

with the abolition of the National Insurance qttr ,'• ir 	h 	r..Huced the bias in favour 

of machines and against jobs. 

Distortions imposed by industrial subs (lios• 	:•ro,,. much more selective and 

working with the grain of the market rather than against it. 

And distortions which had hindered job changes, like housing and pensions. 

have, encouraged owner-occupation. 	Over 4)00,000 tenants have now bera—, e 

owner-occupiers. 

We have strengthened competition policy. `fonopolies in professional s,-rvires 

are being removed. 



And, in the labour market, we have encouraged more effective democracy and 

reduced the monopoly power of trade unions. 

But, important though these are, they are not enough. On this side of the House 

we believe in the need for incentives, - at all times. Including lower taxation. And we 

have done something about that - by raising income tax thresholds, by reducing income 

tax rates, and in the tax treatment of share option schemes. 

We believe in a society of owners as well as earners - with wider home 

ownership, wider share ownership, and much greater participation by workers in the 

rewards of their company's success. 

And we believe in Small firms. They have a vital role to play in securing our 

future prospects as a nation. But their very size mades them particularly vulnerable 

to the weight of government intervention. So we have deliberately reduced the 

burdens placed upon them. We are encouraging the flow of investment finance to 

small firms through the imaginative Business Expansion Scheme. And through the 

Enterprise Allowance Scheme we are encouraging people to become self-employed. 

We are transferring activities to the private sector. 	have contracted out 

wide range of services in central novernrnent and the National Health Servi ,-e. 

Others, which remain within the public sector, are subject to a rigorous search f-r 

better value for money. 

But the key element is our policy of privatisation. 



amCONTRIBUTION TO AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE — PRIVATISATION 

I am pleased to be able to say that the Autumn Statement shows that 

expected receipts from special sales of assets - privatisation - have 

been increased to £21/2  billion in 1985-86. This does not represent 

a deliberate acceleration of the privatisation programme but updated 

forecasts of likely receipts. The programme is continuing on course 

and is proving extremely successful. Twelve major companies, a number 

of other enterprises, and over 400,000 jobs have been returned to 

the private secetor. I stress jobs purposely. Enough companies have 

now been privatised to show that privatisation is a text-book 

demonstration of the benefits of free-market enterprise over collective 

state activity. The common theme among privatised companies is higher 

turnover leading to more profits, more investment, and in turn more 

jobs. That is why privatisation is and will continue to be a main 

element in our economic strategy. 

We have just completed the most successful flotation of any company 

anywhere in the world. 

[BT material to follow.] 



AUTUMN STATEN= DEBATE' 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE 

The Medium Term Financial Strategy assumed public exDenditure 

would be held net in real terms. The fires published in 

the Autumn Statement sho- that we have succeeded in that aim. 

Finance has determined exDenditurs. 

Of course some Hon Members would like to se,,  higher 

-c>ublic spending. They turn a blind eye to the higher taxburden 

or increased indebtedness that necessarily entails. 47 case 

of willing the ends but not the mcani7. For our Dart we have 

set it the context within which policy operates in the Medium 

-rm financial Strategy. And we are sticking to that strategy. 

Otbe 'ion Members would like to see total spending lower 

but spending on particular Drozremmes incr-ased. Unfortunately 

one of the:nerennial tasks of 7.7.-asury :.linisters is to remind 

Hon Members that the whole cannot be less -,..han the sum of the • 

'parts. 

I would support a third 
	

K--ping spending 

within bounds, concentrating on thr,  key nriorities for Government 

anC securi45 greater value for money by increasing efficiency 

and cutting out waste. I look forward to the support of the 

House on that basis. 

While total spending hes been kept to the level 	the 

last public expenditure ',Mite Paper there have been chnnEes 

within that total.. Extra money has for example been made 



available for health and personal social services. .nd, in 

view of present overspends, provision has had to be made for 

local. authority spending. This higher provision. together 17ith 

stiffer penalties and rate crpping.remedies the major source of 

overspending on plans this year. Nonetheless the Reserve for 

next year is set at £3 billion, £250 million higher than the 

Reserve for 1984-85 set in the last public expenditure White 

Pnper. Forecasts of receipts from sales of assets have also 

increased. Under existing conventions this reduces total 

public spending although, as I have consistently mvde clear, 

receipts cannot be regarded as having :the same monetary effects 

as other reductions in public spendirc. This is one of the 

factors that will have to be kept in Mind when the Budget 

decisions are taken, in a fe7! month's time. 



• AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE 

Passage on Pay and Jobs for Chancellor's Speech  

[Linking passage] 

Public discussion about the link between pay and jobs, n d even some 

comments in this House, have suggested that there are many misconceptions 

about it. Surprisingly this confusion has not completely engulfed the 

front bench opposite. As I pointed out on an earlier occasion the RHM for 

Sparkbrook has said that rapid growth of pay will bring fewer jobs. I 

would like to try to clear some of these misconceptions up, and, in the 

process of doing so, explain why it is so important. 

There are only two major routes through which slower growth of pay 

leads to faster growth of jobs: faster growth of output, and faster growth 

of employment for any given output growth. 

It should be obvious that slower growth of' pay leads to more output, 

provided that the financial framework is unchanged. At the simplest level 

lower pay and prices make room for more output within a given amount of' 

money GDP - that is, total expenditure in the economy. What is happening 

is that firms want to expand production because it has become more 

profitable. To sell the extra output they have to reduce the rate at 

which they raise prices. This stimulates demand, and the final outcome is 

faster growth in output and slower growth in prices. 

Now I come to the first misconception. People say: Yes, but yDu 

have overlooked the fact that demand has grown (fore slowly because of' the 

initial slowdown in wages; this prevents firms from selling more output. 



.1 

5. 	But the people who say this have themselves overlooked everything 

else that is going on. They have overlooked the additional demand from 

firms for investment goods and stocks; the additional demand from 

foreigners because British goods have become more competitive; and the 

increase in demand from households, tending to offset the effects of the 

slowdown in wages, from slower growth in prices, lower interest rates, 

higher growth in dividends, lower income tax, and faster employment 

growth. 

Pregrss 	ohowo quite cloarLy that:The net effect of all 

these factors is an increase in output. Indeed it is likely that even 

consumers' expenditure will be higher than it would otherwise have been 

after a year or so. 

A second misconception is that the additional ouput results from 

the "expansionary" fiscal and monetary policies that slower growth in pay 

makes possible rather than from the pay slowdown itself. People who say 

this have misunderstood the implications of the Medium-Term Financial 

Strategy. This provides a nominal framework for the economy. By keeping 

.noney supply growing within its target range even when wages and prices 

and hence money demand slow down, of course there will be a tendency for 

interest rates to fall and of course this w ill stimulate demand. And by 

aiming to keep the PSBR on track, of course this gives us scope for tax 

oilti to prevent it from falling; and of course these stimulate demand and 

activi.ty. 3ut all this is within an unchanged  nominal framework. 

This is a far cry from the proposals I sometimes hear for a blg 

increase in the PSBR or an unsustainable reduction in interest rates Ir.1 

the exchange rate. That an unchanged MTFS framework presen•_3 



• 	opportunities for faster non-inflationary growth of output when nominal 

wages grow more slowly should come as no surprise to those who have 

understood our policies. 

As well as faster output growth, a slowdown in pay will also lead 

to faster growth of employment for any given output growth. This idea 

has also given rise to misconceptions. People construct colourfIll images 

of machines being broken up and men and women doing the work by hand. Or 

they talk of low paid, low status jobs in laundries and hotel kitchens. 

But that is not what will happen. 

All the time men and women are being replaced by machines. 

Sometimes the rate of replacement has been faster, sometimes slower. It 

is influenced by the relative costs of labour and capital. A slowdown 

in pay will tend to slow down the rate of replacement of men by machines. 

It will not reverse it, and it will not make us less competitive than 

other countries - on the contrary, the gains from the reduction in Costs 

will make us more competitive. 

Perhaps more important, there will be shirts between industries, 

with labour-intensive industries grow ing more rapidly - because the 

relative price of their products will be slowing down = ani 

capital-intensive industries growling more slowly. For the economy as 

a whole this means that the growth of jobs will be higher for a given 

growth of' output. 
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Market developments  

Interest rates have continued to come down. As I predicted at 

the time, July's sharp rise in rates was quickly followed by falls, 

when markets came to recognise the firmness of our commitment 

to ensuring sound monetary conditions. This confidence helped 

to stabilise market interest rates in October, when a variety 

of other factors were all exerting upward pressure. When these 

pressures eased in early November, market and base rates continued 

to fall to levels more in keeping with our stated monetary 

objectives. 

2. Sterling continues to be affected by the strength of the dollar 

and by continuing uncertainty in the world oil market, but recent 

base rate reductions have been absorbed without difficulty, further 

evidence of market confidence in our monetary stance. 

• 
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FROM: R PRATT 
DATE: 3 DECEMBER 1984 

cc PS/Chancellor-
Mr Battishill 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Odling-Smee 

  

AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE 

I sent you earlier today an advance, draft, copy of the Committee's report (not to copy 

addressees). We hope to see a final version tomorrow morning. But on the basis of the 

draft it would seem that the following public expenditure issues might need to be 

covered in the material prepared for the Chancellor (Mr Battishill's minute of 

23 November to Mr Makeham): 

how public expenditure priorities are determine 

the treatment of asset sales, debt interest and tax changes in pu ic 1 

expenditure (this is the one specific recommendation that the report now 

contains); 

credibility of the public expenditure plans - particularly given the cut in 

local authority spending and the 3 per cent pay assumption. 

Although it is not a recommendation, and probably need not he specifically covered for 

the Chancellor's speech, in the report, the Committee "urge" the Chancellor to include 

a departmental split for the current year's estimated outturn in Autumn Statements. 

I also attach, for Mr Burgner, the relevant paragraphs on nationalised industries' 

EFLs. The Committee specifically criticise the increase in the water industries' 

average rate of return on assets; the consistency of nationalised industries relative 

rates of return; and the "persistent cutting" of nationalised industries' EFLs -which 

particular reference to the effect on investment. I would be grateful if Mr Burgner 

would consider whether any briefing is required on this for the Chancellor. 

The Committee repeat the charge that the prospective fiscal adjustment for 

next year is entirely dependent upon oil revenues. Again, there is no specific 

recommendation, but the draft report says that the Committee considers' to be 

"imprudent" to allocate temporary exchange rate related oil revenue benefits to 

- 1 - 



• 	
finance permanent tax cuts. The report goes on to conclude that the fiscal and 

monetary stance is actually more relaxed than intended last March. I should be 

grateful if Mr Odling-Smee would consider what additional material might be 

necessary for the Chancellor to cover this point. 

4. 	We may have a clearovidea what is necessary when we see the final version of the 

report tomorrow. But in the meantime, given that any necessary material will have to 

be submitted to the Chancellor by tomorrow (Tuesday) evening, it may be helpful to 

have some advance warning on the basis of the draft. 

R PRATT 

- 2 - 



FROM: A M W BATTISHILL 
DATE: 3 DECEMBER 1984 

cc Mr Broadbent 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Folger 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Pratt 

AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE: DRAFT MOTION 

Last year I remember we were asked at quite short notice to suggest a draft Motion 

for the Autumn Statement debate. In case the same thing happens again this year, I 

thought it might be helpful if I circulated a draft. There is not a lot of scope for 

variation, and the draft follows fairly closely the lines of last year's text. However, I 

thought it worth adding in a reference to employment this year and to the 

Government's three year record in holding the planning total to White Paper figures. 

2. 	If anyone has any comments perhaps they would let me know. 

A M W BAITTISHILL 



That this House approves the Autumn Statement presented by 

Mr Chancellor of the Excheucier on 12 November; welcomes the 

prospect of continuing low inflation and steady growth as 

the basis for maintaining the trend of rising employment; 

and congratulates Her Majesty's Government on keeping the 

public expenditure planning total for 1985-86 within the figure 

published 	in 	the 	1984 Public 	Expenditure White 	Paper 

(Cmnd 9143 ). 
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FROM: MISS M O'MARA 

DATE: 3 December 1984 

 

cc 	PS/Chief Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Battishill 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Cu1pin 
Mr Folger 
Mr Pratt 

MR SCHOLAR 

TCSC: AUTUMN STATEMENT ENQUIRY 

The Chancellor has seen the two notes by Mr Robinson and by Phillips 8: Drew attached to 

Mr Pratt's minute of 13 November. He has commented that these arguments are bound to 

feature in the TCSC's Report and will therefore need to be tackled in the Autumn Statement 

debate on Thursday. 

MISS M O'MARA 
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MR SCIOLAR 
CHIEF SECRETARY 

FROM: R M PERFECT 
DATE: 3 December 1984 

cc Mr Gray 	xtr  
Miss Peirson 
Mr Folger 
Mr Makeham 

AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE 

Mr Broadbents minute of 29 November commissioned a series of background notes. 

2. 	Most fell to other expenditure divisions who will submit direct to the Chief Secretary 

with copies to GEP. Two fq.11 to GEP: 

i. 	capital/current. I attach a note by Mr Davis and cleared with Mr Williams. 

the cost of the miners strikes - Mr Williams suggests using para 4 and 5 of the 

background to the TCSC - copy attached. 

R M PERFECT 

PfA, 
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CAPITAL/CURRENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE: BACKGROUND NOTE 

Autumn Statement only provides outline expenditure plans for 1985-86. For detailed 

capital/current split, must wait for outline decisions to be translated into detailed 

programme figures in 1985 public expenditure White Paper. But note that document 

mentions "lower public investment, particularly by local authorities following the 

likely overspend in 1984-85. 

Last White Paper, Cmnd 9143, showed aggregate capital spending by public sector 

broadly maintained in real terms at 1978-79 level. In 1984-85, planned to be £24 

billion or about one fifth of planning total. 

These figures exclude repair and maintenance expenditure which is very significant. 

DOE estimate that in 1983 R&M contracts for construction work alone represented 

additional expenditure by the public sector to the value of at least £5 billion. 

There is no "target" or "right" level of public capital expenditure. Each proposal must 

be considered on its merits in context of priorities for public expenditure as a whole. 

In some areas proper to cut back public sector investment to make room for private 

sector (eg, privatised corporations). In other areas Government recognises importance 

of public sector provision of infrastructure; and its decisions take proper account of 

relevant economic and social benefits. Little evidence to support widely held view 

that worthwhile projects, particularly in nationalised industries, not going ahead for 

lack of public funds. 

Must remember Government's aim to reduce PSBR and hence interest rates and 

inflation, to provide framework for sustained growth. Jeopardising this objective (by 

higher total public expenditure, or wasting resources with non-cost effective 

expenditure) would be damaging in long run. 

If objective is to maximise the short-term employment impact of public expenditure, 

not clear that switch towards infrastructure would be sensible. Employment and 

training measures have a bigger and more direct impact per £ of expenditure. 

Spending on these measures has been steadily growing as a proportion of total public 

expenditure. 
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Important thing is investment in the economy as a whole - particularly now that major 

enterprises such as BT have been/are being privatised. Across the whole cconomy, 

fixed investment in 1985 expected to be post-war record, as is 1984 figure. 

Do not believe that a genuinely viable project should need guarantees. They would 

only serve to undermine market disciplines. Such schemes often tantamount to higher 

public expenditure; with same potentially damaging impact on wider objectives, and 

private sector. 

Construction industry output for first half 1984 encouraging - up 5* per cent on same 

period of 1983; private industrial activity strong. Industry will benefit from marked 

rise in investment now taking place. 

Reduction in net public sector housing provision in 1985-86 compared to last White 

Paper mainly reflects higher capital receipts from higher than previously expected 

level of council house sales. Government's policy is to transfer, where possible, new 

provision for housing to private sector. Number of private sector housing starts in 

1983 was the highest since 1974. 



Comt\-S 	 — lams Ir. 

"'PUBLIC EXPENDITURE IN 1984-85: PROSPECTIVE PLANNING TOTAL OUTTURN  

(Note by HM Treasury) 

The Committee have asked for a note on the prospective outturn for total public 

expenditure this year, the cost of the coal strike, and the claims upon the public expenditure 

Reserve. The Autumn Statement indicated (paragraph 1.58) that the prospective outturn on 

the planning total was nearly £128 billion, an excess of about £11 billion over plans (shown in 

Table 2.1), and a figure which is broadly equivalent to the public expenditure cost of the 

coal strike continuing to Christmas. Since the Reserve was set at £2 3/4 billion, the implied 

aggregate potential excess on programmes is about £41 billion. 

Firm Claims 

The aggregate potential claim on the Reserve comprises a large number of items. 

Those already charged to the Reserve include increases in cash limited and demand-led 

programmes shown in Supplementary Estimates which have been presented to Parliament. 

The additional provision implied by Summer and Winter Supplementary Estimates is 

consistent with the estimated outturn for the planning total given in the Autumn Statement. 

The main items in this category are summarised below: 

£billion 

Carry forward of capital underspends in 
1983-84 under the end- 
year flexibility schemes 	 0.3 

Health service: pay of groups 
covered by review bodies, and of 
ancilliaries; dentists and 
pharmacists expenses; FPS 

	
0.4 

Social Security (including 
National Insurance Fund) 	 0.3 

Housing benefit (England) 	 0.3 



5. 	Export credit support 	 0.2 

Regional and selective assistance 	 0.1 

Other, net 	 0.2 

Total 	1.8 

The Coal Strike 

As indicated by the Chancellor in his Autumn Statement, the public expenditure cost 

in 1984-85 of the coal strike continuing to Christmas, would be of the order of LU billion. 

This sum is a claim on the Reserve. 

It should be emphasised that the projections of strike costs are subject to considerable 

uncertainty and it is only possible to give broad brush estimates. The impact on individual 

nationalised industries is affected by trading between them. After taking this into account, 

the aggregate impact on overall nationalised industry external financing is likely to account 

for about E1i.  billion of the total cost. The programme mainly affected, to a total of some 

El billion, is the Department of Energy's. Other industries affected fall elsewhere on the 

Trade, Industry, Energy and Employment programme and on the Transport and Scotland 

programmes. Aside from the impact on nationalised industry external finance, about Et 

billion will fall on other programmes, mainly Law and Order, in respect of the additional 

policing costs of the dispute, and also Social Security. 

Other Potential Claims 

The balance of the potential claims totals about El billion; this figure represents a net 

claim after taking into account some important offsets. The assessment of potential claims 

necessarily involves making forecasting judgments, on the basis of past experience and 

monitoring information as well as to reflect current developments, of the shortfall or 

longf all on particular categories of expenditure. Any detailed breakdown of this figure at 

this stage of the year would therefore be unreliable. It is, however, possible to indicate the 

main areas of divergence from plans: 

Local authorities in GB are budgeting to overspend current expenditure plans by 

around ELL billion. 

Local authorities' capital expenditure is also likely to exceed plans, although the 

authorities are in general heeding the Secretary of State's requests to exercise 

restraint and to maximise receipts. 



3) 	There is a potential claim arising from an increase in our estimated net 

contribution to the EC. 

Experience of recent years suggests that some departments will underspend their 

cash limits. In each of the last two years, such underspending has totalled £0.6 

billion, although this margin will not necessarily be repeated. 

It is also likely that receipts from the programme of asset sales in 1984-85, and 

other miscellaneous receipts that offset public expenditure, will exceed plans. 

7. 	An up-to-date estimate of the prospective outturn on the planning total will be 

published in the Public Expenditure White Paper early in the New Year. Greater detail will 

also be given of the prospective outturn by programme, together with latest estimated external 

financing requirements for the nationalised industries. It will still probably be necessary, 

however, to include a unallocated estimate for additional shortfall or longf all, in line with 

the latest assessment at the time. 
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5.31 

DRAFT PASSAGE ON STUDENT GRANTS/TAX 

  

I entirely repudiate any charge that this Government 

is indifferent to the position of parents who are 

called upon to contribute towards the cost of their 

children's higher education. The proof of our 

concern - if proof is needed - lies in our record 

since 1979 in reducing the intolerably high burden 

of income tax imposed by Labour on families who hardly 

counted themselves as wealthy. 

I have to remind my hon Friends of this. Those parents 

who will still face higher parental contributions 

next year are also among those who have benefitted 

from the real cuts in income tax we have made. The 

basic rate down from 33% to 30%; tax thresholds up 

16% in real terms; and a start in producing a more 

reasonable scale of higher rates of tax. 

Compared with merely indexing the income tax system 

we inherited five years ago, tax is down by almost 

£4 billion in 1984/5. 	And about a quarter of that 

reduction goes to those with incomes in the range 

of £15,000 to £30,000 a year. 

Typically such families are now paying several hundred 

Es a year less in income tax this year as a result 

of the changes in this Parliament and the last. And 



I hope to do still more to cut income tax in the Budgets 

that lie ahead. It is still too high. But so long 

as we keep firm control of public spending - as we 

mean to do - we can look forward to the prospect of 

still lower taxes for these families as for others. 

• 



• 
We shall ask the House to reject the Opposition amendment. 	But there 

is one phrase in it - the allegation that our policies are calculated to 

sustain a high level of unemployment - which we reject with anger and 

disgust. 

It is the very antithesis ofthe truth. 	All our policies are calculated 

to improve the prospects for generating jobs which can be sustained inlc 

the future. 

No party in this House would deliberately foster an increase in unemployment 

as an objective of policy. 	We may, and do, differ at the best means of 

eradicating the scourge of unemployment. 	But all parties are united in 

pursuing that objective and so it should be. 

The allegation in the Labour Party amendment derrs those who made it. 

What is more it comes ill from a party:- 

which knows that the miners' strike is destroying jobs, yet calculates 

that it is in Labour's interest to support this destructive conflict as 

long as it persists. 

It comes ill from a party which knows that excessive pay destroys jobs yet 

calculates it is in their interest to supporherever it manifcsto 	 

The allegation comes particularly ill from the RUG, who has admitted that 

his own Party's economic policy is "fatally flawed" because it ignores the 

link between excessive pay and fewer jobs. 	Yet with cynical calculation 

he remains the Spokesman for a policy which he has described as incredible. 

1. 



The Allianceltoo,participate in this shabby, cynical calculation. 

Their policy on jobs, such as it is, has shrunk to the proposal that we 

spend 041-tillionton road building and other major construction projects. 

err' 
Yet we all know that there isn't a major constructioncoad building project 

in this country which is not opposed at a local level by the Liberal party. 

When their calculations tell them where the votes lie, jobs go out of the 

window. 	Generous in theoryIbut selfish in practice. 

The truth is that unemployment has been growing throughout Europe in every 

single year but one since 1973. 	It is absurd to say thaTemorseless and 
cio,tALA. 

tragic increase has been the calculated consequence of jiiit theLpolicies 

pursued by all the LaboxirConservative, Social Democratic, Socialist, A 

Lib/Lab, and coalition governments that have been in power across Europe 

in the last decade. 

In this country since the general election 300,000 extra people have found 

jobs. 	Not enough to absorb the unexpectedly large number of people 

seeking jobs. 	But a superior performance to the rest of Europe where the 

number of jobs appears to have continued to shrink. 	And where 

unemployment continues to increase at a more rapid rate than in this 

country. 

Moreover, we now have in this country a higher proportion of our population 

in jobs than almost any major industrial country. 

What is more, the countries which have been most snrcessful in creating jobs 

have been those across the Atlantic and the Pacific who have relied more on 

free enterprise, low taxation, fewer controls, non-militant unions, and a 

flourishing enterprise culture. 	These are the very policies which the 

2. 



Government is seeking to introduce to enable this country to generate the 

jobs and create the wealth which we all want to see. 

But the real weakness of the opposition case lies not in what they do say 

but what they fail to say. 	In repeated debates in this House they have 

a 
made virtually no attempt to spell outeredible and coherent explanation 

of how they would resolve the problems which this and every other major 

industrial country faces in the world today. 

To them 3 million unemployed is not a problem to be solved but a tragedy 

to be exploited. 	They are like a doctor who offers his patients sympathy 

but refuses any diagnosis, any prognosis and any prescription. 

Real compassion requires of Us more than sympathy. 	It requires a willing- 

ness to face the tough choices,equires a willingness to stand up to 

vested interests.7 

Unless the opposition parties are prepared to tell us what they would do - 

and why it would work now when it failed in the past and has been rejected 

by nearly every government in the free world - those parties will find 

themselves in the wilderness for a generation. 

This Government has had the courage to make tough choices. 	It has had 

the resolution to stand up to vested interests. 	It has had the consistency 

to pursue a longterm strategy, AN it offers the people of this country the 

vision of a free economy, which will harness their energies to the creation 
l.3 

of jobs and &generation of the wealtVhich we want as much for the welfare 

of the needy as to fulfil the legitimate asptrations of the majority. 

3. 



7.36 

PS/CHIEF SECRETARY 

FROM: DAVID PERETZ 
DATE: 3 December 1984 

cc 	Mr Battishill 
Mr Scholar 

AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE 

The Chancellor has seen your note of 29 November commissioning 

material for the Chief Secretary's wind up speech. 

2. There is one point_ he would rather the Chief Secretary did 

not make - that is the suggestion, at paragraph 2(v) of your 

minute 0,41that the fiscal adjustment could as in some past years 

turn out to be greater than is now being estimated. 

D L C PERETZ 
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.4937 :REOAN STRESSES fAX REFORM,. DEFICIT COT SEPARATE 

	

..--_..WASH1NOTON, Dec. 	- Treasury Secretary 
Donald Regan :stressed that his tux reform 

-Preposal-  Would be .deatt.with separately and 

-take secand place to the adminiStration's 
deficit reduction proposals.. 

In a speech to the National Press Club,.-

Regan said thu deficit problem did not diminish 

the need for AA fairer tax system but added, 
."Deficit reduction is c-riticalty important but . 

)s another matter completely. It will have - 

	

.first 	 . 

	

MORE. 	 . 



032010 .4kEGAN STRESSES •',..,....WASHINOLON (Out Of sequence) 	. 
. . Regan•al.so acknowledged thdt the proposal C 

ould. change as Congress,. business groups. and 
taxpayer organizations put forward their vi.ews. . "If it 

.can be:improved, we're wiLting to. 
li

sten."' 1.1.6 held-but Little chance. of radiCat change's, howover. "We 
plan 

dro not backing away 
from 

The-Troasury Secretary also said.he hoped 
that the plan would be considered by Congress early next 

.year even though tho. president has not-yet•given•his reaction to 

the proposals,. presented. to him just on week ago, 
	• 

REUTER .. 
.:;. --,:7.,-• 

i•1-2'-'.i:RCGAN.STRESSE8, '44A5HINOTON 
'Rogan also rated out.using tax r• -„,-.....-..•-• 	• 

... •. -. 

simptification-as. a vehi.cle for tax. increases,. 
',',•He 'said 'l he PreSident does not -want to-raise. 'taxes.' • 

. 	
:Turning to the current. deficit 

reduction ' :..talks at -the.White 4-16use, Regan .6nce again 
emphasLZed -that defense would have Lo 

• be • . 
,•• .'included in 

any 
package of spending Cuts or 

,---Ahrough cost savings. 

---freezes and• 	b 
-cbutd e brought "down quite•a bit"• • 

... 
. 	. 	. • • 	- 

. 	. with Defense.•Secretarea'sPar A4einberger •in 1.3rUSSets for 

.NATO talks,•••Regan. thought it unliketV that 
defense would be •.: . - 

4: 

 r4

ist(.ts3ed by the budget "core" group today,. ;A.ZEUTER 
...I 	. 
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FROM: DAVID PERETZ 
DATE: 3 December 1984 

MR PRATT cc 	Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State 
Economic Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Anson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Evans 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Lankester 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Gray 
Mr Riley 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: 3 YEARS EXPENDITURE 
AND REVENUE FIGURES 

The Chancellor was grateful for the illustration attached to 

your minute of 23 November. 

2. Although we must now wait and see if the TCSC report makes 

Chancellor thinks that 

on this 
a--0( 

any mention of this possibility, the 

in any event oit 	b1W1,d be 14cl 1de  
Cavt.)- 

year ' s PES round ,—s-14.euld_ciazzar 

tit 4.1‘1,1c.3- 	 . 

the post-mortem 

in general)  presentation 

D L C PERETZ 
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FROM: R M PERFECT 

DATE: 3 December 1984 • 
MR SCHOLAR 

CHIEF SECRETARY cc Mr Gray 

Miss Peirson 

Mr Folger 

Mr Makeham 

AUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE 

Mr Broadbents minute of 29 November commissioned a series of short speaking notes. 

2. 	I attach drafts - prepared in GEP. Miss Peirson has contributed note v. 

R M PERFECT 
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i. 	The importance of controlling public expenditure for achieving the Governments 

overall economic policies  

Failure to control public spending would mean failure to reduce taxes on people and the 

firms they work for. 

Over the last twenty years more and more people on lower incomes have been brought 

into tax while 	social security benefits have risen broadly in line with earnings. The 

result has been increasing numbers of people have come to be simultaneously subject to tax 

and entitled to means tested benefits. If their incomesrise they suffer an increase in tax 

and a withdrawal of benefits. The marginal rate of deduction for them both can be higher 

than the marginal tax rate at the top end of the scale. The resulting poverty trap means 

that many people have little incentive to find a job. We must reduce the tax burden on 

these people. And that necessitates tough decisions on public expenditure. 

If we succeed, a reduction in the burden of taxation will allow a reversal of the trends 

of the last twenty years. 

we could tackle the poverty trap by taking more of the lower paid out of tax. 

we could reduce the proportion of income taken by income tax, increasing the 

incentive to work. 

and we could lesser the burden on industry, improving competitiveness and 

employment. 

• 



i.  Process by which expenditure decisions are reached. 

The medium term financial strategy sets the framework within which policy operates. 

That framework is based on holding public expenditure constant after allowing for 

inflation. 

Having considered what can be afforded Government has to decide what bills have to 

be paid for and what the priorities should be. Expenditure decisions then reached in 

discussion between Treasury and spending departments 

Results reflect Governments priorities. 

defence - the NATO commitment for growth of some 3 percent growth in real 

terms up to 1985-86 has been honoured. Provision for defence spending has 

increased 30 per cent in real terms (1978-79 to 1985-86). 

health - growth of nearly 1 per cent for hospital and community health services 

for the increasing number of old people. Health and personal social services 

provision has increased 19 per cent in real terms (1978-79 to 1985-86) 

social security - provision has been increased to provide for full uprating in 

November 1984 (in real terms this provision rises 31 per cent 1978-79 to 

1985-86). 

iv. 	spending on law and order is up-36 per cent in real terms 1978-79 to 1985-86. 

In addition we have had to increase provision for local authority expenditure in view of 

their continued overspending. Tougher penalties for exceeding target or guidelines. 

Given the stable total we must make savings in order to have room to spend more on 

those areas that only Government can deal with. 

; ; ; 	0 

7. 	As we saidLthe Green Paper on Public Expenditure in the longer term, controlling the 

whole calls for a rigorous application of priorities. We first decide what can be afforded, 

set our spending plans accordingly and then stick to those plans. 



Credibility of the 1985-86 total in tight of 1984-85 overshoot  

Ildditional claims on expenditure in 1984-85 mean that the prospective outturn is some £1.5 

billion higher than planned. The major factors are the coal strike and local authority 

overspending. 

Coal strike 

2. 	Have assumed baseline for 1985-86 figures. So there will be some adjustments 

relating to NCB after the strike. They cannot be forecast with any certainty but would 

include minuses as well as pluses and the aggregate effect may not be very large - it 

depends on the outcome. 

LA relevant current  

Have made extra £900 million provision and increased penalties for exceeding target 

or guidelines. And rate capping has been introduced. 

Other spending 

Have taken steps to improve forecasting or demand led expenditure which has been 

major contribution to unplanned spending in past. As a result provision for ECGD, IBAP and 

Social Security have all increased. And we have solidly based estimates of European 

Community contributions now that negotiations over. 



iv. 	Asset sales, cuts in Reserve and NIS adjustment  

1111.xtra receipts  

special sales of assets -500 
housing -430 
Reserve -750 

-1680 

Demand led increases 

Social Security +470 
ECGD +160 
113AP +180 
European Community +200 
LA current +900 

Total (excludes £100m double counting) +1810 

Receipts 

figures for receipts are forecasts of what existing policies will produce. Privatisation 

right for wider issues - liberalises resources for most productive uses. 

forecasts of demand led expenditure have increased more than forecasts of receipts 

and the change in Reserve. 

Reserve 

o Wedge shape Reserve always reduced as plans rolled forwardedmack  
a. year. 

Reserve of £3 billion, £250 million higher than allowed for 1984-85 in last public 

expenditure white paper. 

Planning total 

As well as abolition of NIS surcharge one has to take into account VAT and 

Corporation Tax changes which add to public expenditure. Taking all these together, 

reasonable to stick to Cmnd 9143 planning total . 



AmAUTUMN STATEMENT DEBATE - 6 DECEMBER 

111.Draft Speaking Note for Chief Secretary's winding-up  

(v) Fiscal Adjustment 1985-86.  

Some have suggested that the fiscal adjustment next year 

may turn out to be greater than we estimated in the Autumn 

Statement. That is, the scope fol LdX reductions in the next 

Budget may have been understated. Others have suggested the 

opposite. 

I should like to emphasise two points on this. 

First, the projection in the MTFS we published last March, 

for the PSBR in 1985-86, was illustrative only. My RHF will 

be reconsidering the appropriate path for the PSBR, in the 

run-up to the next Budget, in the light of all the latest 

factors. 

There are those who say already that we should aim at 

a considerably lower figure, particularly because of the changes 

in the forecast paths of North Sea oil revenues and asset 

sales. Indeed, we pointed out in the Budget Report last March* 

that the pattern of these receipts in particular must be taken 

into account in determining the appropriate path of the PSBR. 

On the other hand, there are so many other changes happening 

that it is possible that the PSBR next year should be higher 

rather than lower. These considerations underline the fact 

that the estimates of the fiscal adjustment published hitherto 

rest on some very broad assumptions. 

 

the 
borrowing 

the 
approaching £200billion a.  year. 

world, we cannot expect to make 
of these flows. The margin of error in our present forecast 

underlying 

at this stage. 
net difference between flows 

Secondly, it must be 
fiscal picture is extremely uncertain, 

requirement The public sector 
of receipts and expenditure 

With the best will in the 

precisely accurate forecasts 

remembered that the forecast of 
even 

is 

* Paragraph 2.17 of FSBR. 



• of the fiscal adjustment next year is certainly considerably 
bigger than the projected fiscal adjustment itself. One obvious 

possibility is that changes in both dollar oil prices and 

the sterling/dollar exchange rate could either reduce or 

increase our North Sea oil revenues significantly, compared 

with our present forecasts. 

6. For both these reasons, therefore, it is impossible to 

say at this stage what the scope for tax changes in the next 

Budget will be. My RHF will be reaching a view on that in 

his Budget judgment, and I cannot anticipate his conclusion. 



• 
vi 	increased efficiency and reduced administrative costs. 

We have concentrated on achieving savings by improving efficiency. 

the number of civil servants has fallen 115,000 since April 1979 (to 617,000 in 

October 1984): This saves around El billion a year on gross pay bill. 

we are contracting out work to the private sector where that can be done at a 

lower cost to the tax paver. Some substantial savings-E18m net per year—

achieved from competition. 

the Financial Management Initiative was launched by Prime Minister to make 

Civil Service more business like - with clear objectives. As part of that 

initiative we are developing measures of output so value for money can be better 

assessed. Expect this to be reflected in the public expenditure White Paper to be 

published early next year. 


